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Abstract
The Development of a Prayer Ministry Group for Baby Boomers
in a Local Church
by
Richard G. Calhoun
Human beings desperately want a personal experience
with God. We have a deep desire to experience God as a
living presence in our lives.
Prayer is essential if we are to be properly related to
God. In this paper, I define prayer as communication or
communion with God.
According to various studies persons have an interest
in knowing God and God's purpose in their lives. Many
persons are returning to church to learn how to be in touch
with God.
Baby Boomers, persons born between 1945 and the mid
1960 's are returning to church in large numbers seeking a
meaningful experience with God. In a recent Gallup Poll 54%
of Boomers contacted saw religion, including prayer, as
being very important in their lives.
Gallup also noted that many churches are not seen as
meeting the needs of persons and persons are not learning
about prayer. This failure has resulted in an exodus from
the church.
This study examines what happened to Baby Boomers who
participated in a determined prayer ministry. My findings
indicate prayer changed the participants.
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CHAPTER 1
Understanding the Problem
Human beings crave more than religion. Going through
religious ceremonies isn't enough. We desperately want a
personal experience with God. Furthermore, We have a deep
desire to experience God as a living presence in our lives.
Singh once said:
In comparison with this big world, the human heart is
only a small thing. Though the world is so large, it
is utterly unable to satisfy this tiny heart. The
ever-growing soul and its capacity can be satisfied
only in the infinite God. As water is restless until
it reaches its level, so the soul has not peace until
it rests in God (Emmaus 52) .
Coupland, secular writer and Baby Boomer spokesperson,
reveals how timeless the quest for God is. In his latest
book. Life After God, following a 360 page spiritual journey
looking for meaning in his life, Coupland concludes: "My
secret is that I need God, that I am sick and can no longer
make it alone" (Tapia, "Reaching the First PostChristian
Generation," Christianity Today, 23, 9/12/94).
Christianity is more a relationship with God through
Christ, than a religion. If this relationship is to be
effective and strong, good communication is essential.
Prayer is essential if we are to be properly related to God.
In John 15:5, Jesus said, "I am the vine, you are the
branches." We experience Jesus Christ, the living presence
in the heart of the believer and in the life of the church,
through prayer.
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Harper has called prayer the only adequate foundation
and sustaining force for the church (Harper 11) . Without
prayer every other emphasis will eventually run its course.
But with the life of prayer at the heart of the church's
existence there will be a continuing renewal, freshness and
aliveness to everything the church does (Harper 11) .
A Definition of Prayer
True praying is eager, two-way communication with the
Triune God as One whom you love, respect, and follow (Lovorn
19) . Genuine prayer involves talking with God as one would
talk to an admired companion. In public or private, one's
motive in prayer is to talk over everything, to seek His
advice, and to experience God.
Most writers I have read would agree with a simple
definition of prayer as communication or communion with God.
Foster describes prayer as
a love relationship, an enduring, continuing, growing
love relationship with the great God of the universe.
With simplicity of heart we allow ourselves to be
gathered up into the arms of the Father and let him
sing his love song to us (Foster 4) .
A first step in learning to pray is to develop a
personal relationship with God or to renew a relationship
that one has neglected. Heller has described prayer as "the
most spontaneous and most personal expression of religion.
To be a Christian means to be one who prays (Albin 17) .
DelBene is a best-selling author of books about prayer.
A minister and spiritual director, he has been teaching
people how to pray for over thirty years. DelBene says, "I
believe we are in the presence of God at all times and
prayer is being attentive to that presence."
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McElroy has defined prayer as
not an attempt to get what we want but an endeavor to
give God an opportunity to do what he wants through us.
Prayer is not begging from God but cooperating with
God. The thing to be sought is not how to get our way,
but how to accept the will of God. The intent is not
to change God's mind, but to change our attitudes.
Prayer is really thinking in God's presence. As the
level of our conscience is raised toward the level of
God's thoughts, the happenings of life are seen in
truer perspective. Effective prayer involves a deep
yearning to know God, an eagerness to trust God all the
way, an ability to relinquish our hold, and a
willingness to let go and let God {McElroy 26) .
A Report on Varieties of Prayer
Polma, Professor of Sociology at the University of
Akron, and Gallup, Chairman of the Gallup Institution, have
undertaken an objective study of the power of prayer in the
lives of the American people. The study represents a
thorough analysis of over 1000 persons selected by the
Gallup organization.
According to the study, persons have an interest in
knowing God and God's purpose in their lives. People
returning to church are seeking meaning in their lives.
Many churches are not meeting the needs of persons. Persons
are not learning about prayer in many churches (Polma Gallup
13) .
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Secular and Religious Polls on Prayer
I have examined several secular polls on prayer.
Gallup conducted a poll for Life magazine December 17-19,
1993. The sampling error was +/- 4.1%. When asked how
often they prayed, 25% responded less than once a day, 51%
once or twice a day, 24% three or more times a day. 98% of
those contacted pray for family, 92% pray for forgiveness
and 23% pray for victory in sports events. In addition, 8%
reported they pray one minute, 47% five minutes or less and
28% an hour or more. 95% of the persons interviewed report
their prayers have been answered.
The National Opinion Research Center in Chicago looked
at religious switching patterns from 1973 to 1990. Persons
switched from mainline churches because they did not talk
enough about prayer or God. Switchers tended to pray more,
read the Bible more, and attended church more regularly
than stayers who tended to take church for granted. A
recent poll conducted by The Denver Post reported 93% of the
persons contacted believed in God. 93% also believed one
could talk with God and God answers prayers. According to
the most recent Barna Report, 9 out of 10 adults pray, and
more than half of our nation's adults pray daily (52%).
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Barna says, "An overwhelming majority of all adults who
pray,- even on an irregular basis, do so out of a desire to
communicate various messages to God, not out of a desperate
attempt to cajole God to grant their heart's desire of the
moment . "
This high commitment to prayer corresponds with
regional prayer movements coming about in the last few
years. Barna notes that, "before revival explodes in a
nation, it is always preceded by significant prayer."
The Barna Report says people are much less likely to
spend time silently listening for a response from God. 46%
of persons responding claimed to take time to wait for an
answer .
When asked if prayer really made a difference in one's
life, 56% were absolutely certain, 23% were somewhat
certain, 19% were hopeful but not sure, and 1% were pretty
doubtful .
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A Gallup Poll done for The Princeton Religion Research
Center in 1994 measured Baby Boomers' beliefs. Baby Boomers
were identified as those born in the years of 1945 through
the mid 1960's. This poll indicated that Boomers represent
41% of the total population. When asked about church
membership and attendance, 61% of the Boomers belong to a
church and 38% attend church. Over half, 54% of the Boomers
contacted saw religion, including prayer, as being very
important in their lives.
A study published by The Review of Religious Research
examined keeping one's childhood religious beliefs into
adulthood. Students at the University of Calgary and the
University of Nebraska indicated that "the older they are
before encountering doubts, the greater their belief in
later life." Among the surveyed collegians who had rejected
their childhood faith, 40% said hypocrisy was the cause.
Mainline Protestants were the most likely to jettison their
childhood faith. Also more likely to drop out: Those who
witnessed racism or dishonesty in the church and those who
have not learned to pray.
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Arn, Director of Regional Strategies and Resource
Development for new church planting, American Baptist
Churches, notes that American Baptist Churches have planted
436 new congregations since 1984. Studies by the American
Baptist Church indicate that younger people come to church
for two reasons: to meet God and make friends. The new
churches provide opportunities for worship and prayer and
the chance to build meaningful friendships.
These reports are helpful for my study. The population
I studied is the Baby Boomer Generation and suburban
dwellers. My issue in developing this project was:
Teaching persons to pray, and deepening the prayer lives of
disciples. I believe a deeper prayer life will change
persons attitudes about self and God.
Principles of Prayer
Drumwright, Prayer Coordinator of the Southern Baptist
Foreign Mission Board, offers seven principles of prayer
that help one believe that prayer brings results:
1. God hears and answers various kinds of prayers.
2. God, the Father, loves and responds to the prayers
of his children.
3. God, the Son, is our example in prayer.
4. God, the Spirit, helps us to pray.
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5. God has conditions for answered prayer.
6. Satan opposes prayer.
7. Prayerlessness is sin.
In view of this spiritual illness and interest in
spiritual matters, I believe prayer is an answer. Prayer
changes things. I believe a sustained, determined emphasis
on prayer is foundational in deepening the commitment of
persons to God.
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
In 1952 a doctoral student at Princeton University
asked Albert Einstein, "What is there left in the world for
original dissertation research?" Einstein replied, "Find
out about prayer. Somebody must find out about prayer"
(Vennard. Iliff Week of Lectures, Denver, Colorado, 1993) .
This study is about prayer. This project examined what
happened to persons who participated in determined prayer
ministry. An important part of this experience was a small
group similar to Wesley's early class meetings. My findings
indicate prayer changed the participants.
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS
1. What changes occur in a person's attitude about God as a
result of participation in a prayer ministry?
2. What changes occur in a person's self attitude as a
result of participation in a prayer ministry?
3. Will participation in prayer ministry result in personal
satisfaction in life?
4. Are there observable changes in an individual's life as a
result of participation in a prayer ministry?
CONTEXT OF THE STUDY
The church I worked with is Longs Peak United Methodist
Church in Longmont, Colorado. Longs Peak is a church of 300
members with an average attendance of 225.
I believe Longs Peak to be reflective of growing United
Methodist Churches in The Rocky Mountain Annual Conference.
I have charted the growth of Longs Peak over the past
fifteen years.
The numbers of professions and members removed have
stayed about the same, resulting in little actual growth.
Many of the members I have traced have joined on profession
and have been removed as inactive a short time later.
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Longs Peak history is one of ups and downs. Limited
growth followed by rapid decline has been a regular pattern.
In the early 1980 's a major housing development was planned
for the area west of the church property. Younger families
began to attend and the church built an education unit in
1992.
The City of Longmont
Longmont is a fast growing city of sixty thousand
people, located twenty-five miles north of downtown Denver.
The community is part of Boulder County, near the city of
Boulder. Many persons from the Boulder area are among the
newcomers to the congregation.
A Description of Church Membership
Many of the newer members are young, highly educated,
upper middle class, and fairly liberal. Major issues seem
to be a deep desire for identity and community. I sense a
need, on the part of many of these folks to be connected.
This seems to be an entitled generation. As members of
the knowledge age, most are familiar with the computer. The
majority seem to have grown up among the unchurched and seem
to be suspicious of organized religion.
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As I visited with some of these persons, I sensed they
knew more about New Age issues than they did about Orthodox
Christianity. These persons are among those making
professions of faith.
Many of these persons have become members of the
church, but not disciples of Christ. A low level of
commitment exists among this group. As I think of these
persons, I think of a revolving door. New persons have come
in, but many of them have gone quietly out the back door.
The Baby Boomers
According to a report in The Columbus Dispatch, January
16, 1993, one-third of the Baby Boomers who left organized
religion during the past two decades now engage in religious
activities .
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Reporting on his research in the December, 1992, issue
of American Demographics magazine. Roof shows that about 58%
of the Baby Boomers coming from religious backgrounds
dropped out of organized religion for at least two years
during adolescence or young adulthood. Specifically, 60% of
mainline Protestants, 57% of the Roman Catholics and 54% of
conservative Protestants dropped out of organized religion.
Now about one-third of the dropouts are returning, mostly in
the ranks of conservative Protestants. Those who have
returned. Roof says, are likely to be in their 40 's with
school-aged children.
Mead has described this group of new Christians as:
needing more intensive training than has been the habit
of churches. We can no longer assume that the
community has engaged people in any serious contact
with the tradition. Near total ignorance of the
biblical story and of the faith is more and more the
norm. More and more new members of the church start at
ground zero. Young people and adults now come to
churches with absolutely no previous experience with
any religions (Mead 51) .
In his new book, Strobel has noted these new
Christians have:
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Rejected church but not God. They are morally adrift,
but they secretly want an anchor. They resist rules
but respond to reasons. They have legitimate questions
about spiritual matters, but they do not expect answers
from Christians. They do not ask, "Is Christianity
true?" as much as they ask, "Does Christianity work?"
They do not just want beliefs and values; they want to
experience them. They do not want to be somebody's
project, but would like to be somebody's friend. They
may distrust authority, but they are receptive to
authentic biblical leadership. They are not joiners
but are hungry to connect with a cause. Even if they
are not spiritually sensitive, they want their children
to get quality moral training. They take pride in
their tolerance of different faiths, but the think
Christians are too narrow-minded. In church they look
for something to which they can relate to (Strobel
236) .
The Baby Boomers have been described by Anderson as a
generation apart. These persons hold a disproportionate
influence over our entire society. According to Anderson
their influence is even greater than their numbers.
They consume 51% of all the goods and services in
America; and 81% of America's journalists are baby
boomers, bringing their perspectives and prejudices
into almost everything others read and see in the news.
Older and younger generations increasingly must go
along with the ways of the baby boomer, who is now the
average American (Anderson 76) .
Nearly one third of all Americans now living were born
between 1946 and 1964. Psychologist Selgman points out:
many baby boomers have lost confidence in government,
their marriages and families have come apart, and they
have little faith in God. The good news is that baby
boomers appear to retain much of their commitment to
finding a meaningful philosophy of life. They are
still searchers. They haven't given up (Anderson 95).
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The search for meaning has brought many boomers back to
church. Bast says:
The baby boom generation has within it many people who
are looking for a spiritual experience which brings
them closer to God; Biblical knowledge which relates to
an opportunity to discuss life's concerns and faith
questions; help with family issues; a sense of
belonging; an opportunity to serve in an important
cause; the development of deeper interpersonal
relationships; and a chance for leadership (Anderson
98) .
Dr. David Dalke, United Methodist minister and
therapist, counsels many persons from the boomer
generation .
I interviewed Dalke about the major issues persons from
this group bring to him. According to Dalke, the major
issue is unhappiness. Many persons are dealing with issues
of self-esteem and self -worth. In addition, A good number
of persons coming to Dalke feel a lack of fulfillment in
life. Questions commonly asked include: "Who am I?", "Where
do I fit?", "What is my niche?", "Where do I find meaning in
life?" Women's issues include personal journey and issues of
fulfillment and personhood. Dalke says "Many women have put
off career, travel, dreams and fulfillment to raise
families." Among couples coming for counsel the issue is
almost always communication. Dr. Dalke defines couples as
spouses, partners, friends, parents and children, parents
and youth, adults and parents.
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Married couples come with certain sexual issues
including satisfaction and love in sexual relationships.
Many of these persons are trying to move away from
performance issues not worrying about good or bad. As
persons search for meaning, money becomes an issue.
Among the Baby Boomers, the pain of not having enough
money to provide for families is real. Idealistic persons
wrestle with issues of job satisfaction versus salary.
People are increasingly restless in their jobs, many
changing professions three or four times. Other persons
move laterally within a career three or four times.
Parents come to Dalke with questions about raising
children. Extended families offer a special challenge to
couples who must deal with in-laws, blended families, and
ex-spouses. Step parenting exaggerates all of the issues
identified. With a blended family comes fair-treatment
issues: Mine, yours and ours.
Very often couples, parents, children and in-laws all
have different values and belief systems. Alcohol and drug
issues are increasingly common. Persons from this
generation have experienced breakdowns of gender roles.
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The historical differences between women and men have
blurred. Men and women often have conflicting expectations
in life and in relationships. Many don't view conflict as a
creative process. Most lack skill in dealing with conflict.
The sandwich generation includes persons with aging parents
and children all needing attention and financial help at the
same time. The increasingly high cost of affordable housing
and health care is a major issue.
As persons seek to deal with these and other issues,
many are coming back to church. The church has a window of
opportunity to reach such persons. I believe prayer will
affect how persons view God, self, and how they deal with
these and other issues in life.
The persons I worked with at Longs Peak Church are from
the Boomer generation. Most of them have recently returned
to church seeking answers to their questions. The group at
Longs Peak seems to be reflective of other growing United
Methodist Churches on the front range.
A strong possibility exists that if an emphasis on
prayer changes the lives of members of Longs Peak Church,
other churches will experience similar results.
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PRAYER PROGRAM
Twelve persons in the target church participated in a
twelve week study based on Foster's book Prayer . The study
followed Foster's layout of material. Weeks 1-4 Moving
Inward, Seeking the Transformation we need. Weeks 5-8
Moving Upward, Seeking the Intimacy we need. Weeks 9-12
Moving Outward, Seeking the Ministry we need. Participants
read and discussed the material from the book each week. We
closed each session in prayer. An exit interview was given
to each participant.
John and Charles Wesley were firm believers in the
apprenticeship model for spiritual formation. They
understood that we learn more by doing than we do by simply
reading. Genuine prayer arises from relationship. The
Gospel is centered in the relationship people can develop
with a loving God.
In keeping with this focus on relationships and our
Methodist heritage, a key element of this experience of
prayer was a small group similar to Wesley's early class
meetings .
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SUBJECTS
The subjects of my study were baby boomers who were
members of Longs Peak United Methodist Church in Longmont,
Colorado. My subjects were twelve persons who had become
recent members of the congregation. Each of these persons
admitted to searching for new meaning in their lives.
My intention was not to generalize the study to include
baby boomers everywhere. I wanted to focus on baby boomers
in this particular location.
I recruited persons who are curious about prayer.
Twelve persons allowed for a diverse and yet a close knit
group of persons. Just as the class supported the early
Methodists in their pilgrimage of faith, this group
supported and encouraged each other as we learned to pray.
INSTRUMENTATION
The target group participated in a twelve week study
based on Foster's book. Prayer . I interviewed each person
in the group of twelve before and after participation in a
prayer ministry. In our time together we learned to pray
and we practiced prayer.
The closing interview addressed changes as a result of
participation in our prayer ministry program.
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Albin notes:
Prayer does not change God's nature and eternal
purpose, but prayer can influence God's action (Exodus
32:11-14; James 4:2) The Bible clearly indicates that
prayer changes the one who prays. In prayer one finds
freedom from fear (Psalm 118:5-6), strength for the
soul (Psalm 138:3), guidance and satisfaction (Isaiah
58:9-11), and wisdom and understanding (Daniel 9:20-
27) . The New Testament affirms that prayer is rewarded
by God (Matthew 6:6). Prayer results in fullness of joy
(John 15:23-24), freedom from anxiety (I Peter 5:7),
and the peace that surpasses all understanding
(Phillipians 4:6-7) (Albin 55).
Our Need for Fellowship with God
Human beings are created with a deep desire for
fellowship with God. When this desire for fellowship with
God is addressed and satisfied, through prayer, the natural
result has been spiritual renewal. I believe this to be a
universal principle from Scripture which could be
transferred to churches of every size and location.
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THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION
Prayer Practiced and Understood by Jesus
Jesus revealed a pattern for prayer in the Garden of
Gethsemane . This prayer of Jesus shows disciples of all
ages how to establish a meaningful communion with God. The
prayer was one of petition ending in a surrender to the will
of God.
When the disciples asked Jesus to teach them to pray,
Jesus left them a prayer that is almost exclusively
petition. Jesus taught that God cares about us and desires
a relationship with each one of us. An important part of
prayer is sharing our needs, our wants, and wishes with God
in specific petitions. Elliott writes:
God enjoys, according to the mind of Jesus, doing good
and giving pleasure toward the completion and
fulfillment of our instinctive and intuitive dreams and
wants. And old man once told me that God's ambition
for me far surpassed any wild or impossible dream I had
for myself. Surely life bears this out. God is not
miserly; He is extravagant. He is extravagant in
nature, and He is extravagant with men and women who
give themselves over to His will. The amazing thing is
that all these people say that in giving themselves
over to His will they found what they had been looking
for all along, only more so (Elliott 66-67) .
Jesus taught us to also seek and accept the will of God
for our lives.
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Bauman writes :
If our desire for the will of God is real, then we
search more eagerly for his answer and for his way,
fully confident that he hears and responds. We make
our desires known to him, but our dominant desire is
that his will may be done in ourselves and others
(Bauman 79) .
Jesus taught us to be confident in bringing our needs
before God, but keeping our selves open to God's will.
Prayer begins and ends with God. Jesus most frequently
spoke of God as father. Each time Jesus prayed he spoke in
tender terms of God. Our Father who art in heaven (Matt.
6:9). My Father (Matt. 26:39, 42). Abba Father (Mark
14:36). How else would one speak to God who loves each of us
beyond measure?
Through sermons, parables, teachings, healings, and his
prayers, Jesus identified God as Love. When Jesus spoke of
prayer and offered prayer he revealed a God whose love knows
no bounds or conditions. Through both actions and prayer,
Jesus identified God as Love. God loves each one of us.
Gaddy notes :
Coming to understand God as Lover creates a new outlook
into the meaning and nature of prayer. In the context
of God's love, prayer no longer looks like a religious
duty which we must perform to be religiously secure.
Prayer is a wonderful opportunity to engage and
interact with God the lover, to enjoy a soul-lightening
form of communion in which honesty and vulnerability
nurture greater intimacy, to experience a vast array of
redemptive gifts, and to learn the wisdom which makes
possible a life of love (Gaddy 39) .
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Love relationships demand specifics. A relationship
involves specific people, an agreement between two
particular lovers. Regular communication about specific
matters nurtures communion between lovers. Lovers value
each other's words. God appreciates specifics. Jesus
taught us to view God as a love partner who is interested in
our daily lives. Prayer grows out of a relationship between
lovers .
Prayer is honest communication with the God who loves
all of creation and every person in it. This is the kind of
communion persons are searching for in their daily lives.
Jesus realized a relationship with God involves
persistent prayer. Once we enter into a relationship with
God we don't ever want to be out of touch with God.
Jesus commended persistence in prayer. He spoke of
people's need to pray always (Luke 18:1). Repetitive
instructions ask, search, and knock were used by Jesus to
describe our prayers (Matt 7:7).
This same emphasis on repetitive prayer runs through
parables of Jesus (Luke 11:5-8; 18:1-8). Jesus called for
persistence in prayer because he knew we would find ultimate
meaning for life in a love relationship with God.
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Jesus taught the disciples and disciples of all ages
how to pray. The disciples saw a connection between
Christ's public life and his private life of prayer (Luke
11:1). Jesus gave his disciples the assurance that prayer
will be heard and answered (Matt. 7:7-8). Jesus appealed to
the ideal relationship between an earthly father and child.
Human beings know what is expected of a father.
Human beings consider it the most natural thing in the
world for a father to listen to his child. Jesus asks
disciples to calculate how much more the heavenly Father
will provide in answer to prayer.
A relationship with The Holy Spirit is one the first of
the Father's gifts and the one He delights most in sharing
with His children. The Holy Spirit is the first gift we
ought to seek from God.
From Scripture, we assume Jesus followed the
traditional Jewish practice of praying three times a day, at
sunrise, in the afternoon, and at bedtime.
In addition to this daily practice and regular
synagogue worship, Jesus spent extended periods of solitude
and silence in prayer. "Very early in the morning, while it
was still dark, Jesus got up left the house and went off to
a solitary place, where he prayed" (Mark 1:35). "After
leaving them, he went up on a mountainside to pray" (Mark
6:46). "All night he continued in prayer to God" (Luke
6:12) .
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Jesus promised in Matthew 18:19-20 to be where two or
three were gathered in His name. Jesus said, "If two of you
agree about anything they ask, it will be done for them by
my father in heaven"
Prayer Understood and Practiced by the Early Church
The early church with one accord devoted themselves to
the apostles teaching and fellowship, to the breaking of
bread and prayers (Acts 1:14 and Acts 2:42). The church
received the power of the Holy Spirit after they had prayed
(Acts 4:31) . Acts 5:14 says, "And more than ever believers
were added to the Lord, multitudes both of men and women."
The Apostle Paul encouraged the church to pray
constantly (I Thessalonians 5:17). Paul, in I Timothy 2
writes: "First of all, then, I urge that prayers be made for
all men. I desire then that in every place the men should
pray, lifting holy hands without anger or quarreling."
Based on the reading of these texts, I propose there is
still a vital relationship between prayer and one's
attitudes toward self and God.
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Prayer in Scripture
Scripture records the prayer lives of Jesus and the
early church leaders. Scripture teaches that our being
intimate with God through prayer changes lives, attitudes,
and makes it possible for us to be intimate with other human
beings. Prayer helps us break out of unhealthy
individualism and to reach out to others around us. The
Church was called into being to keep this conversation
between God and God's children alive.
The greatest privilege God gives is the freedom to
approach God at any time. We, as God's children, are
authorized and expected to come to God. God waits for each
of us to communicate with Him. We have instant and direct
access to God.
The Church Body
Christian fellowship is different from other
relationships in the world. Furthermore, the church body is
interdependent. In addition, new believers should enter a
close, intimate relationship with others, and not into a
superficial relationship. Also, a solitary believer is a
contradiction in terms. Christians acknowledge a need for
other people. Christians seek fellowship in good times and
in difficult times.
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When Christians come together to utilize whatever gift
God has given, the Church becomes a powerful force for good.
Coirporate Prayer
Prayer must involve the persons around us. From the
Eastern Orthodox tradition. Bloom writes:
It's no good just gazing off into open space hoping to
see The Lord. Instead we have to look closely at our
neighbor, someone whom God has willed into existence,
someone whom God has died for. Everyone we meet has a
right to exist, because he has value in himself (Bloom
xiv) .
Change Through Prayer
Prayer changes things and people. Foster believes the
latter goal is the more imperative. The primary goal of
prayer, according to Foster, is to bring us into such a life
of communion with the Father that, by the power of the
Spirit, we are increasingly conformed to the image of the
Son. None of us will keep up a life of prayer unless we are
prepared to change.
Foster writes:
Please remember, we are dealing with the crucifixion of
the will not the obliteration of the will. Crucifixion
always has resurrection tied to it. God is not
destroying the will but transforming it so that over a
process of time and experience we can freely will what
God wills. In the crucifixion of the will we are
enabled to let go of our tightfisted hold on life and
follow our best prayers (Foster 54).
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CHAPTER 2
PRECEDENTS IN THE LITERATURE
A Prayer Movement
Wagner believes a prayer movement that greatly
surpasses anything like it in living memory, perhaps in all
of Christian history is rapidly gaining momentum.
Wagner notes:
In all the years I have ministered to pastors across
America, I have never seen prayer so high on their
collective agendas. The hunger for prayer knows no
denominational boundaries. Evangelical, mainline,
charismatic, Pentecostal, Episcopal, fundamentalist,
Lutheran, Baptist, restorationist , Reformed,
Mennonite, holiness, Calvinistic, dispensational,
Wesleyan or you-name-it kinds of churches are
surprising themselves at growing interest in prayer
(Wagner 18) .
Hunter notes many congregations are now disciplined and
earnest in Prayer, and they expect and experience God's
action in response.
Hunter lists The Community Church of Joy as an example.
The Community Church of Joy dispensed with the Wednesday
evening prayer meetings and now congregate at the church at
different times per week; each prayer meeting involves ten
to twenty-five people and has a target group or a focus.
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Hunter reports
that the prayer emphasis has brought great change to
the church and its people. Many people have discovered
God's truth, will or guidance. Many have discovered
their identity, self-worth, or spiritual fruits or
gifts. Many people report answered prayers, answered
intercessory prayers, spiritual empowerment, or victory
over sickness or sin or the Evil One. People have
become more transparent with God and each other. The
church experiences a unity and power it had not known
before (Hunter 31) .
Dunn launched a 24 hour, seven-day a week intercessory
prayer ministry in his church in 1972. Throughout the week
cluster of people were gathering to pray during lunch hours
or early evenings .
Dunn notes:
The intercessory prayer ministry revolutionized the
lives of many who were prayed for, and I believe the
lives of those who did the praying (Dunn 11) .
Barna, recently researched a number of churches that
stood out from the others because of the extraordinary
vitality of the congregation and its positive impact on the
surrounding community. Then he lists the features these
churches have in common.
Barna writes:
Prayer is a foundation stone of ministry for them all.
The call to prayer was the battle cry of the
congregation. It rallied the troops. These people
understood the power of prayer (Wagner 80) .
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The Modern Church
The issues of spirit are overlooked in a church
concerned with marketing Jesus. When we give more attention
to outward feelings than to the prayerful life, we are
valuing form and function over the substance of the message,
and a humble life of service to God and others. Our culture
must not be allowed to quench the flame of spiritual passion
in church members lives.
Just as individuals receive their identity by being
centered in God, so also do churches. Churches, like
individuals, can exhaust themselves trying to be what they
are not in order to prove to the culture that they serve a
worthwhile function.
A Prayer- Centered Church
Prayer keeps a church faithful to God's Word. A
prayer-centered church looks like Jesus. A prayer-centered
church is obedient to God's love. A prayer- centered church
listens to God's Word and allows the Word to determine what
activities and ministries it engages in. A prayer-centered
church doesn't view success the same way the world views
success .
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Prayerful persons and churches are faithful and vital.
A prayerful church is alive because the breath of Jesus
lives among the members and the church is inspired by the
Holy Spirit.
Kent and Barbara Hughes have been in ministry together
for 25 years. In their book. Liberating Ministry from the
Success Syndrome, they encourage parishioners to pray daily
for pastors, teachers and spiritual leaders not just in
general but in detail.
Parishioners are asked to pray that pastors will be a
true success, that he or she will: Be faithful, true
to God's Word and hardworking; Be a servant, following
the example of our footwashing Lord; Love God with
heart, soul, mind and strength; Truly believe what
he/she believes about Christ; Lead a holy life, and
not succumb to the sensuality of our culture; Lead a
life of deep prayer, following Jesus' example; Have a
positive attitude free from jealousy. For his or her
preaching. For time to prepare; For understanding the
Word; For application; For the power of the Holy Spirit
in delivery; For Sunday's services; For her/his
leadership; For immediate problems he or she is facing;
For his or her marriage; For time for each other, for
communication, for a deepening love, for fidelity; For
the pastor's children (Hughs 197).
According to the Hughs, pastors and churches have
benefited from such prayer. Persons offering these faithful
prayers have benefited as well.
Speaking of prayer results, Jones once said:
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If I had one gift, and only one gift to make to the
Christian Church, I would offer the gift of prayer.
For everything follows from prayer. Prayer tones up
the total life. I find by actual experience I am
better or worse as I pray more or less. If my prayer
life sags, my whole life sags with it; if my prayer
life goes up, my life as a whole goes up with it. To
fail here is to fail all down the life; to succeed here
to succeed everywhere. Prayer is not an optional
subject in the curriculum of living. It is a required
subject. And there is no graduation into adequate
human living without prayer {Jones 4) .
Dissertation Findings
Several persons have studied prayer in dissertations at
various seminaries. Most of the dissertations I have
researched have dealt with Korean and Korean/American
congregations .
The emphasis has been on prayer and the initial
entrance of persons into the church. I agree with most of
the studies which indicate prayer has been largely ignored
by most church growth and secular persons in the United
States. Between 1872 and 1985, only sixteen sociologists
attempted to isolate empirically the phenomena of prayer and
to analyze them despite the fact that prayer is so prevalent
and so powerful in people's lives {Poloma xiii) . The
dissertations on prayer are intended to contribute toward
redressing this imbalance.
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A natural next step is the effect of prayer in changing
attitudes. Prayer is our best hope in deepening a person's
spiritual walk. Prayer is a crucial tool for the
fulfillment of any church's mission. Persons offering
findings in dissertations have noted positive effects upon
participants in prayer programs. Prayer has allowed
participants to become aware of God's presence and has
assisted in establishing meaningful relationships with God
and other persons.
A Spiritual Thirst
A deep spiritual hunger is fueling programs of prayer
in many churches. Persons are coming to view prayer as an
ongoing dialogue between two persons totally in love with
each other.
Guest writes:
God has pledged himself to us in steadfast love and
fidelity. He will never leave us. He is always near
to us, always at our side. He exercises an unswerving
initiative on our behalf. Our relationship with God is
not a fleeting, passing acquaintance. It is a lasting,
abiding friendship (Guest 59) .
After searching for meaning in many places and in many
ways. Baby Boomers are returning to church. Persons from
this age group are open to prayer programs.
Bella, author of Baby Boom Believers, writes:
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Baby boomers desperately need hope. The church that
reaches this generation will be one where hope is
frequently dispensed. However, it is important that
the church offer real, not contrived, hope. The kind
of hope promised by the success gospel is looked on
with a deserved cynicism by most baby boomers.
Similarly, the hope offered by sincere but unrealistic
Christians, which ignores real pain and suffering, will
not help disillusioned baby boomers. This generation
will not respond to religious platitudes and cliches
that minimize the hurt in a fallen world. The church
that offers hope to baby boomers will proclaim the God
of Joseph, Daniel, Elijah, and others like them. It
will reveal a God who does not always remove us from
our crises, but who supports us in them and brings us
through them (Anderson 202) .
Anderson notes:
The churches of the twenty-first century that flourish
among those seeking the supernatural will be the ones
that talk about and offer authentic supernatural
experiences (Anderson 22) .
Foster's Movements on Prayer
Ordering the massive amounts of material on prayer was
a challenge. I've chosen to focus my attention, in this
section, on the way prayer impacts the lives of people.
For this project, I have selected Foster's book Prayer.
The outline of Foster' s book lays out the material in three
sections, moving inward, moving upward and moving outward.
The three dimensions of prayer, written about by Foster
provide a way of looking at how prayer impacts the lives of
people .
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Moving Inward: Seeking The Transformation We Need
Deep within the soul resides a yearning for God. An
ancient Psalm expresses this desire:
As the deer pants for the water brooks, so my soul
pants for Thee, 0 God. My soul thirsts for God, for
the living God. When shall I come and appear before
God? (Psalm 42:1-2)
Bedrock to any concept of spirituality is this deep-
seated thirsting for God.
Schmidt writes:
Another impression we sometimes have about prayer is
that because we pray for the sake of God's glory we
need not be overly concerned if our prayer does not
produce any transformation in ourselves. We try to
explain away the fact that our prayer is often
ineffective in renewing our daily life. Moreover, if
seems contrived that various kinds of meditation
require that we form a resolution to be carried out
during the day for the sake of self-improvement. Our
prayers should directly address the uneasiness we feel
at the number of hours we have spent in formal prayer
and the small effect these have had on our way of
thinking and acting in life. Our prayers should
resolve this dichotomy between our longing to glorify
God and the process of our own transformation (Schmidt
14) .
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Historical Examples
Countless voices from history have given witness to
their yearnings to know God. Brother Lawrence, a godly monk
of the eighteenth century practiced the presence of God by
faithfully washing pots and pans in the monastery kitchen.
In Practicing the Presence of God, he captures the essence
of the spiritual quest in one memorable sentence:
There is need neither of art or science for going to
God, but only a heart resolutely determined to apply
itself to nothing but Him or for His sake and to love
only Him (Lawrence 59)
This sentiment has been repeated many times over the
years by various persons. Deep within the human heart we
feel the tug of a loving, seeking, and empowering God.
Spiritual renewal is a pressing need of the
contemporary church. The time is right to relight the flame
of devotion to God.
Spirituality cannot endure as a surface phenomenon, the
product of emotion. Spiritual roots must sink deeply into
the soil of faith. Spirituality is the process of growth in
Christ .
Beckmen writes:
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Our own condition adds to the dilemma created by the
differences between God and ourselves. We are limited
to space and time yet touched by the eternal. We are
sinners, yet through Christ's redemption we are invited
to the throne room of God. We stumble in darkness, yet
God shares light and revelation with us. Our trust in
God is tainted by shame, fear, and guilt, yet God
desires that we come close to Him as He has come close
to us (Beckmen 8) .
Moving Upward: Seeking The Intimacy We Need
Teaching the Church to Pray
A major function of the church is to teach persons how
to pray. Instruction on prayer is a difficult subject to
broach with many modern people who have some religious
experience, such as my target audience in Longmont. Many
persons assume they already know how to pray, and such a
private matter could never be taught.
A New Depth in Prayer
I desire to open persons to a new depth and breadth in
prayer. In a 1989 address to The Rocky Mountain Annual
Conference, Dr. Donald Messer, President of Iliff School of
Theology in Denver said, "No one can hitchhike on another's
spiritual journey. We can have companions along the way,
but ultimately each must live and die by his or her own
faith experience."
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Scripture and Prayer
The Book of Acts recorded one extended prayer meeting.
Paul and other Epistle writers encouraged Christians of all
times and places to pray always. The early church fathers
called prayer a Kepos, a hard task. The church of God has
always prayed and has benefited from the power of prayer.
When persons in Scripture have prayed, lives and
attitudes have been changed.
In his book Too Busy Not to Pray, Bill Hybels noted
that God spoke to the early church. God spoke to Saul the
persecutor and guided Paul the Apostle. God spoke to Peter
through a vision, telling him to extend Christian fellowship
to a Gentile household. He spoke to the apostle John during
his exile. Through the Holy Spirit, God guided all the
members of the early church as they selected leaders,
provided for each other's needs, and carried the good news
of Jesus wherever they went.
And Jesus promised the Holy Spirit would stay with the
church forever. As Hybels says, "It makes no sense to
believe God lost his voice at the end of the first century"
(Hybels 109) . If the essence of Christianity is a personal
relationship between God and believers, it follows that God
still speaks to believers today.
Beckmen says:
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Prayer, broadly understood, is also the way we offer
all of who we are and what we do in the dialog with
God. Our spirituality is part of our body, mind,
feelings and will. It is a part of our worship, work,
play and rest. As God seeks to be always and
everywhere present, so we seek to be always and
everywhere present to God (Beckman 9) .
Prayer is being in communication with God. Prayer is a
point of interaction with God. Prayer involves our sharing
with God. God responds with His presence, consolation,
insight, and change.
Moving Outward: Seeking The Ministry We Need
God ' s Need for Our Prayers
We offer ourselves to God when we pray. We become
agents of God when we pray. When we pray we give God
opportunities God did not have before.
Beyond praying for our own needs, we are encouraged to
pray for others as we seek the ministry we need. Prayer is
a bond between all Christians. Prayer is a spiritual link
in the connections we have with each other and in our
ministry with each other.
Beckmen says:
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There is no more important ministry. A multitude of
people need your prayer. The strength and fellowship
and ministry in any congregation is heavily dependent
upon this ministry of prayer on behalf of other people.
Prayer for others can also provide you with many
opportunities for ministry (Beckmen 37) ,
God calls us into relationship and into ministry.
Vennard notes:
God calls us into partnership. Created in God's image,
we are called into the deepest sense of our own
humanity. God calls us to be righteous servants in the
world, to enter into the struggle for justice through
prayer and action. We do not enter an exclusive
relationship when we respond to God's call to
partnership. We enter into a relationship with all
God's people, who are also responding to God's need for
intercessors. Belonging to god is to belong with our
sisters and brothers and all of creation (Vennard 26) .
God's call leads us to prayer and to action. God's
call is a call to prayer and to ministry.
Vennard writes :
When we pray for peace, we will act for peace. We
might be unable to take specific action for peacemaking
half a world away, but we can translate that distant
need into a nearby need and become a peacemaker in our
communities, our churches, our families, or our hearts.
When we pray for starving children of the world, we
will open our eyes to the physical, emotional, and
spiritual hunger of children closer by and take
responsibility for feeding some of those children in
some way (Vennard 29) .
Our hands pray when we clean a highway. Our eyes pray
when we read to an elderly person. Our ears pray when we
listen to the problems of another. Our arms pray when we
embrace a person in need.
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Vennard says:
Prayer is about love. When we pray for others, our
relationships are transformed from objective, fairly
utilitarian I/it relationships to intensely personal,
mutual I/Thou relationships. To see others as Thou
draws us closer to them. We see ourselves reflected in
them; we see God in them; we love them. We discover
compassion (Vennard 56) .
Prayer calls us into relationship with God and with
neighbor. We respond by prayer and by ministry. Prayer
moves us outward to seek the ministry we need.
Bauman writes:
Members of the Protestant Church have a sacred
responsibility in the task of praying for others. We
often quote Luther and Calvin with pride when invoking
the doctrine of priesthood of all believers. This
profound Reformation doctrine means that every person
has the unique and sacred privilege of approaching God
directly. What we tend to forget is that a priest's
approach to God is made on behalf of others. With the
privilege of being a priest comes the sacred
responsibility of practicing that priesthood in order
to bring others into the light of God's love (Bauman
106) .
Stanley has said:
Our prayers are the link between God's inexhaustible
resources and people's needs. through prayer we direct
God's hand of infinite resources to the hand of the
person in need. God is the source of power, but we are
the instrument He uses to link the two together. We
stand in the gap between the need and the satisfaction
of that need. When we see ourselves in that position,
we will understand the need for consistent unwavering
prayer. We will begin to pray without ceasing (Stanley
95) .
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History and Prayer
Throughout history, God has had a people of prayer.
Every awakening and major revival in church history has been
preceded by a time of prayer. A renewed vision of Jesus
Christ has always followed this movement of prayer.
The renewed vision of Jesus restores unity and resolve
in the church and has revitalized existing ministries.
A century ago, Methodist Preacher E.M. Bounds was known
as the prophet of prayer. Many of his articles have become
classic works on the importance and power of prayer.
In an article entitled Revivals That Stay, Bounds wrote:
Revivals are among the charter rights of the church.
They are evidenced of its divinity, the tokens of God's
presence, the witness of his power. The church that is
not visited by these seasons is as sterile in all
spiritual products as a desert and cannot meet the
designs of God's church. The Methodist Church is the
child of a revival, and its marvelous career finds the
source of its unparalleled results in its revival
element. If the spirit of prayer is absent or is
quenched, God is not in the assembly. The revival that
springs from heart contact of the church with God, that
is directed and intensified by the pure preaching of
the pure Word of God, and in which, and through which,
prayer, mighty prayer, prevails is a revival that will
stay (King 23)
Prayer and Personal Revival
Preparation for revival is shared by many prayerful
persons around the world. Duewel has said:
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Often the extent of the prayer preparation is
unrealized until after God's work of power when
research uncovers the true facts. This was true in the
revival of the United Prayer Meetings which spread
across America in the mid-1800s and brought perhaps a
million people to Christ {Duewel 162) .
The revival Duewel is referring to swept America in
1857-58 .
This revival began when one man invited some others to pray
with him at noon on September 23, 1857, in the Dutch
Reformed Church in New York City. Gradually the crowds
increased .
As news of the prayer meetings reached outlying cities,
other prayer groups sprang up. After six months, ten
thousand businessmen were meeting daily at noon in New York
City alone. By May, fifty thousand had been converted in
that city.
United prayer meetings began to spread across much of
the United States and Canada. Methodists reported eight
thousand conversions in their churches in one week.
Baptists reported seventeen thousand conversions over a
three-week period. For two years there was an average
increase of ten thousand weekly in the membership of
churches across America.
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Prayer has historically been God's base of operation.
God always uses human effort; it is his chosen method.
Another spiritual awakening is our goal. Changed hearts and
attitudes seem to be God's uniform plan for God's creation.
Through prayer, we have seen new breakthroughs for the
Kingdom, first among God's people and then throughout the
earth. God has placed God's Kingdom before us. When God's
people glimpse a bit of God's vision, God's people must
pray .
World-wide Mission
Dr. Hong-Do Kim, Senior pastor of Kum Ran Methodist
Church in Seoul, Korea echoes Bound's words. Every Friday
night from eight o'clock until seven o'clock Saturday, an
average of 10,000 people gather in an auditorium for prayer.
Every Saturday several thousand people pray at Prayer
Mountain. The focus of the prayer meetings is spiritual
change. In 1978, the church had 100,000 members. Ten
prayer- filled years later, the church membership was up to
450, 000.
Kim writes:
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The purpose of the church's existence is soul-winning.
To lead a spiritual ministry the apostles' words "we
will devote ourselves to prayer and to ministry of the
word" should be adopted. Without this kind of
ministerial philosophy there would be no successful
ministry. Fruitful ministry and church growth depend
on not what we do but what we are. Once we become a
person who we should be, there is no problem to know
what we should do or to possess what we need. From the
first day of my taking office in the church my slogan
has been, "A church glowing with zeal for soul-winning,
with zeal for prayer, with zeal for devotion." The
essence of my ministerial philosophy is this: Eternal
Life is given through Jesus. Power is given through
prayer by the Holy Spirit (Kim 29) .
Stephen is associate for Church Development Strategy,
Presbyterian Church (USA) and a member of Crescent Hill
Presbyterian Church, Louisville, Kentucky. Stephen notes
that prayer is the lifeblood of the growing church in China.
In every Chinese church as soon as the benediction closes
the worship service, many people head for other parts of the
church building to participate in prayer groups. In smaller
groups, people form a circle around persons with special
needs and offer prayer.
Prayer Changes Persons
Chambers, in his book If You Will Ask, notes how often
we use the phrase, "prayer changes things." Chambers would
have liked to change that phrase to "prayer changes me, and
then I change things." "Consequently" argues Chambers:
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we must not ask God to do what God has created us to
do. Prayer is not altering things externally, but
working wonders within our disposition. When we pray,
things remain the same, but we begin to be different
(Chambers 13) .
Dr. George Conger, President of Aims Community College
in Greeley, Colorado, believes prayer is a natural act for
those who believe in a superior being.
Conger writes:
People who believe in the existence of a personal God
agree that He is all powerful and all-knowing; nothing
is impossible with him. This belief can lead a person
into two distinct camps concerning the issue of prayer.
One camp holds that, because God is all powerful, our
prayers may influence Him to move in a certain manner
to affect the outcome of certain situations. The other
camp argues that an all-knowing God is a force not to
be trifled with. He knows what is best and no amount
of pleading on our part is going to encourage Him to
change His mind on any specific matter (Conger 5)
Conger agrees with Chambers that prayer changes persons
more than it influences God's actions. In prayer, one
thinks and speaks not only with his or her mind and lips,
but in a certain sense with his or her whole being. Prayer
is not just a formula of words or a series of desires
springing up in the heart. Prayer is the orientation of our
whole body, mind, and spirit to God in silence, attention
and adoration. Prayer is a conversion of one's entire self
to God.
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Each of the writers I have consulted have agreed that
prayer will impact and change the life of the person
offering the prayer. I continue to believe that persons who
practice prayer will have their faith and commitment
deepened. I further believe prayer will change one's
attitude about self and God. These persons will enter many
meaningful ministries in the church.
McManus, religion columnist notes a basic difference
between churchgoers and persons with deep spiritual faith.
The difference is:
Persons with deep spiritual faith meet frequently in
small groups with others in fellowship, prayer and
mutual support. In this setting, people can see the
power of prayer and make the exciting discovery that
God really cares about them personally (Poloma 125) .
Gallup ' s Findings
Gallup 's study on prayer reveals that the most profound
effects of prayer occur when a person goes beyond rote and
ritualistic prayer and senses an intimacy with God.
Paloma and Gallup believe their study on prayer in
American Life underscores the need for churches to give new
attention to the practical "how to" aspects of our
religious lives, including how to pray.
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According to Paloma and Gallup, clergy and religious
educators tend to make assumptions about the prayer ability
of the laity, to assume that the latter are giving prayer
the attention it deserves. Rather, says Gallup,
"It is far more accurate to say that most Americans,
while believing in prayer, are desperately in need of
help in understanding and practicing prayer (Poloma
133) ."
Furthermore, Gallup has found that many church leaders
do not realize it is not only possible but psychologically
beneficial to commune with God. According to results from
this study by Gallup and Poloma, any spiritual renewal
movement in the church must begin with persons being given
instruction on prayer and opportunities to deepen their
prayer lives. "A deeper and more meditative style of
prayer", says Gallup, "is the starting point for any
revitalization of the church of the 1990' s."
In developing a prayer program, we must overcome many
cultural obstacles. A gulf often exists between a faith
relationship with God and the daily experience of life. We
must learn to build bridges and make connections, so that
through prayer, God's power and light may flow more freely
into all areas of life.
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Inner Apartheid
Foster agrees saying:
Many of us today live in a kind of inner apartheid. We
segregate out a small corner of pious activities and
then make no spiritual sense out of our lives. The
scandal of Christianity in our day is the heresy of a
5% spirituality. We overcome this by turning ordinary
experiences into prayer and by seeing God in the
ordinary experiences of life and by praying throughout
the ordinary experiences of life (Foster 169) .
Foster believes we will never find God in the
spectacular if we are unable to find God in the ordinary.
We should teach persons to pray so they will find God in the
normal rhythms of life.
I believe part of the reason new church members are
often dissatisfied with spiritual well-being is a prayer
life that separates prayer from the daily concerns of life.
We should pray about those small issues in life that make
up the bulk of our lives.
Persons who learn to pray will pray for each other.
Intercessory prayer is a priestly ministry, a sacred
obligation, and a precious privilege.
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Jesus and Prayer
Our prayers for others are backed up and reinforced by
the eternal Intercessor, Jesus Christ. Jesus has promised
to be present in great power whenever the church is gathered
in His name.
Jesus said, "My house shall be a house of prayer" (Luke
19:46) . Too often our churches are places for everything
but prayer. Business meetings and endless committee
meetings are opportunities for conflict and a cause of
disillusionment for many new church members.
Radical Prayer
Radical prayer refuses to let participants live on the
fringes of life's great issues and conflicts. Radical
Prayer dares to believe things can be different. The aim of
this prayer is the total transformation of persons,
institutions, and societies. Radical prayer is relevant,
and makes a difference in person's lives.
Prayer often undermines the status quo and calls the
Church to a spiritual defiance of the world system as it
exists. Prayer calls us to social holiness which takes us
beyond our comfort zones.
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Jesus has called us to go to all persons with the
liberating message of life in Christ. God is in the
business of changing people and breathing new life into
brittle, dry bones.
A Prayer Movement
A great prayer movement is under way. Many persons
find themselves in situations where church leaders are not
leading in the prayer realm. Prayer, feelings, attitudes,
evangelism, and revival are all tied together. Secular and
religious polls, articles, and books have indicated a
renewed interest in prayer. Many churches have been slow to
respond to this opportunity. Life magazine has had more to
say about prayer recently than many denominational
publications .
Denominations, Annual Conferences, and local churches
concerned about changing lives for the better must turn to
prayer .
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CHAPTER 3
Design of The Study
PROBLEM
Human beings were created to enjoy a personal
friendship and relationship with God. We have a desire to
experience God as a living presence in our lives. This
friendship between God and God's people provides human
beings with ultimate satisfaction.
Persons are returning to churches as a result of this
spiritual hunger. Persons have an interest in knowing God
and God's purpose for their lives. Persons returning to
church are seeking meaning in their lives.
Many churches are not meeting persons needs at this
point, and seekers are often not finding peace and
satisfaction. Many persons have not deepened their faith in
Christ, and remain unsatisfied spiritually. The desired
relationship with God is illusive.
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Communication is necessary to establish and maintain a
friendship with God. Prayer is God's gift for deepening our
relationship and friendship with God. Teaching persons to
pray and providing them opportunities to practice prayer
will affect person's attitudes about God, and themselves.
Lives will be changed by God's grace.
PURPOSE
This study examined what happens to baby boomers in a
local church who participate in a prayer ministry. My
belief is prayer changed the participants. A key element
was a small group experience similar to Wesley's early class
meetings .
I propose that teaching persons to pray and providing
opportunities for them to practice prayer will affect that
person's attitudes about God, and will provide ultimate
satisfaction in life. A sustained, determined emphasis on
prayer is a primary tool for developing healthy life
attitudes. An intentional prayer emphasis is foundational
in deepening the commitment of persons to God and the
Church .
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS
1. What changes occur in a person's attitude about God
as a result of participation in prayer ministry?
2. What changes occur in a person's self attitude as a
result of participation in prayer ministry.
3. Will participation in prayer ministry result in
personal satisfaction in life?
4. Are there observable changes in an individual's life
as a result of participation in prayer ministry?
SUBJECTS
My subjects were members of The Longs Peak United
Methodist Church, in Longmont, Colorado. I believe this
congregation to be reflective of the growing churches in our
Annual Conference.
My subjects were twelve persons from the baby boom
generation who have become recent members of the
congregation .
An initial invitation was published in the congregation
inviting persons to inquire about a prayer ministry program.
(See Appendix 4) Twenty two persons responded to the
invitation .
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All persons responding to the invitation were
interviewed. Persons who were the right age and who were
willing to meet the class expectations were invited to
participate in the study. This narrowed the potential
group number to fourteen. From this group, I recruited
twelve persons who were curious about prayer, and who were
searching for new meaning in their lives. A group of twelve
allowed for a diverse and yet a close knit group of persons.
INSTRUMENTATION
These twelve persons participated in a twelve week
study on Foster's book. Prayer . The study followed the
divisions in Foster's book:
Weeks 1-4 Moving Inward "Seeking Transformation we
need . "
Weeks 5-8 Moving Upward "Seeking Intimacy we need."
Weeks 9-12 Moving Outward "Seeking Ministry we need."
Participants read the book before class sessions.
Class involved discussion and a time of prayer. I guided
the participants through a time of prayer each week. My
desire was to expose them to the method of prayer we had
learned about in class. Prayer time also involved a lengthy
time of intercession as we prayed about expressed needs from
the group and the congregation.
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Each participant had a closing interview. In that
interview we dealt with before and after questions. The
questions I used were not pre-tested, and I engaged in a
semi structured protocol. (See Appendix 3)
The Interview
There were a number of advantages in using an
interview. I believe the presence of an interviewer would
decrease the number of don't know and no answers. As an
interviewer, I was able to probe for answers.
Interviewers can also provide a guard against confusing
questionnaire items.
If the respondent clearly misunderstands the intent of a
question the interviewer can clarify matters obtaining
relevant responses .
As interviewer, I was able to observe as well as ask
questions. As interviewer, I sought to be a neutral medium
through which answers are transmitted. I did not seek to
communicate my own position through word or gesture.
Respondents should not give responses in agree agreement
with the interviewer's own position unless it is their
position as well.
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Many of my questions were open-ended. I attempted to
record answers to such questions exactly as given. No
attempt was made to summarize, paraphrase or correct
grammar .
I made use of probes to obtain elaboration on any
incomplete or ambiguous response. These probes remained
completely neutral. Examples include: "anything else?"
"How is that?" "Say more."
Foster's book address my concerns as contained my study
questions. This book is complete and easy to read. The
material in this volume is easily divided into the twelve
sessions I would like to offer.
The subjects also participated in a prayer time each
week, which allowed us to practice what we had learned
about. The purpose of this of this prayer time was
spiritual formation. The group sought to provide both
nurture and accountability. The major goal of such a prayer
time was to help each other become better acquainted with
God.
Questions dealt with weekly included: What experiences
of prayer and meditation have you had this week? What
movements of the Spirit did you experience this week? What
opportunities to serve others have you had this week?
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I believe prayer helps love flow vertically and
horizontally. As one prays, he or she is drawn to the love
of God, which always leads one to his or her neighbor.
I believe all twelve experienced some change of
attitude toward God, self, and personal satisfaction. I
propose those who practiced a prayer life in a small prayer
group deepened their faith considerably -
I submit those participating in the prayer ministry
group grew in their faith, deepened their walk with God.
I believe it is highly probable that this study could
be done in other congregations with the same results. The
results of this study would help churches dealing with
spiritual decline and frustration over how to help baby
boomers find a sense of spiritual satisfaction.
A DESIGN FOR THE STUDY
The evening sessions lasted two hours. A schedule was:
6:00-6:30 - Light soup supper and fellowship together
6:30-7:30 - Discussion of material from Foster's book
7:30-8:00 - Prayer time together
Childcare was provided for each meeting.
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Ground Rules For The Study
1. Attendance, In order to develop a group spirit and
continuity, persons were to be present at every meeting.
2. Punctuality. We started on time and concluded on time.
Persons in this age group value time. We had a two hour
block of time. Supper was served at 6:00, and the
evening formally concluded at 8:00. Within the two hour
time frame I allowed for some flexibility.
3, Confidentiality. Persons needed to know what they shared
in this group would be treated as confidential
information. I believe this encouraged an atmosphere of
open sharing.
4. Preparation and Participation. The group members were
asked to read the evening's material from Foster's book
during the week. I asked them to come ready to discuss
and participate in the life of the group. Persons with
different personalities participate in different ways.
No attempt was made to force less vocal persons to talk.
I simply encouraged persons to be faithful, prepared and
open .
5. An Openness to the Holy Spirit's Leading. If we believe
God brought this group together and is present with us,
participants must be open and sensitive to God's leading.
The tenor of the discussions, the way we use our class
time, what we pray for will all be directed by God within
the framework of our class structure.
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6. Mutual Accountability. Class members must submit to each
other. If a person is not fully participating in any way
others must hold him or her accountable. Persons must be
willing to hold others accountable. A willingness to
enter into this kind of relationship must be agreed to by
participants .
Meals
A team from the church had food prepared and ready to
serve at 6:00. Children ate in the nursery. We ate at
round tables in the fellowship hall. The agenda for this
half hour was fellowship, enjoying each other, group
building and developing a team spirit. In many ways, this
fellowship time helped the group jell faster than anything
else done during the evening. Persons who share informally
around a table are not nearly as intimidated to share later
in class or prayer time.
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Class
After the tables were cleared we moved into our class
time. Participants had read the evening's material before
hand. We dealt with two chapters a week. I facilitated the
discussion bringing supplemental material when appropriate.
My plan was to recap the material by Foster and invite
questions and comments. I used the first few minutes to
recapitulate the material contained in the weeks reading, in
order to refresh memories. Questions were asked as a
springboard into conversation. Boomers seem to like to
connect with each other, so the discussion became very
important .
The group leader will need to be prepared to direct and
redirect the discussion to insure the class stays on track.
A discussion format flows easily from the meal
conversations .
Many persons have assumed that the best way to educate
is through reading books. According to one study reading is
in decline. Less than 10% of the total population buys all
the books sold in America. The United States has become
increasingly post-literate. Baby boomers are reading much
less (Goodman 8) . The boomers are an image-oriented group.
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For these reasons, the discussion part of the evening
will be very important. The class leader must not assume
that material on prayer has been suitably dealt with because
class members have read the week's chapter. The material in
Foster's book is valuable. My challenge was to expose the
class to the material.
Prayer Time
We prayed for concerns brought by the participants. We
also prayed for the concerns lifted from that week's worship
friendship pads in church. Each week we prayed for eight to
ten church members by name. These persons were notified the
previous week that they were being included in our prayer
time .
We did solicit prayer concerns from this group. The
group prayed for each other and the concerns we identified
during the week. We also prayed for the Holy Spirit's
leading. I concluded the prayer time using the type of
prayer we talked about in class that week.
Challenges for the Group Leader
1. Keeping on Schedule.
2. Being sensitive to issues raised in class and prayer
time. Being alert to body language, comfort levels,
responses to various issues, poignant or pointed
conversation .
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3. Being ready to redirect conversation when needed. Being
able to gently probe for more information from
participants. To deal with issues raised. To insure
that conversation is not dominated by a person or group
and everyone has an opportunity to participate.
4. To stress the confidential nature of our sharing time.
The group will understand that only the facilitator will
have had access to opening interviews. He or she alone
will be aware of issues raised and how they impact
various persons.
The Closing Interview
An exit interview was scheduled with each class
participant. I spent at least an hour with each person.
Issues raised included before and after questions. I
desired to know how this class time together had impacted
each person's life.
I asked about the impact of prayer on home, work,
personal devotion, and life style. We referred back to the
initial interview to determine whether or not the class
addressed those issues identified as concerns three months
before .
Verbatim write-ups of the interviews and the interview
questions are located in the appendix.
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Closing Worship
This group spent three months together. Much was
shared. Worship I brought some positive closure to our
time together. A service of Holy Communion, along with a
time of open sharing was held after week twelve.
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CHAPTER 4
Findings of the Study
Demographic Characteristics of The Twelve
The twelve included five women and seven men. Average
age for the five women was 38 and for the men 44. Overall,
the average age for the group of twelve was 42. This places
all twelve in the Baby Boom Generation. Eleven members of
the group were Anglos and one was an Asian. These twelve
seemed to represent the congregation from which the twelve
were called. Seven group members were married and five were
single. Two members of the group of twelve are in their
second marriages, and a total of seven had gone through
divorce. All of the group members were parents. Each
member of the group of twelve was a regular participant in
the life of our congregation. Three had been raised as
Roman Catholics, six as Methodists, two as Protestants of
other denominations and one as a Buddhist. The entire group
of twelve had graduated from high school. Nine were college
graduates and five had earned advanced degrees.
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Six members described themselves as being quite
conservative, two as quite liberal. The remaining four were
moderates, leaning toward liberalism. Before the class all
twelve group members indicated they were very interested in
prayer .
Only three members indicated they were satisfied with their
prayer lives. Each of the twelve said he or she wanted to
deepen his or her prayer life.
The entire group reported feeling disillusioned with
life and experiencing an empty feeling inside. Deeper
intimacy with God was the number one hoped for desire as a
result of class participation. Second was peace of mind and
third new purpose in life.
The group of twelve expressed an interest in spiritual
matters. Initially this interest was not in Christianity or
the church. They wanted to experience the supernatural.
Each member in the group of twelve had been searching for
God and reported finding God in our class.
The interviews indicate the twelve were searching for a
church where they could meet God, where their lives could be
radically changed. Members of the class indicated they were
less interested in knowledge and more interested in
encountering God. Persons participating in the prayer class
had authentic encounters with God.
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Members of our class had been dealing with mobility,
divorce, problems with children, trouble at home and work.
Coming together in a prayer group seemed to address these
issues .
Interviews indicate the class benefited from a
practical, experiential, hands-on class. Learning to pray,
practicing prayer, and being part of a group was very
meaningful .
Findings Based on The Study Questions
1. What changes occur in a person's attitude about God as
a result of participation in a prayer ministry?
The most portentous fact about any person is not what
he at a given time may say or do, but what he in his
deep heart conceives God to be like. A right
conception of God is basic to practical Christian
living. There is scarcely an error in doctrine or a
failure in applying Christian ethics that cannot be
traced finally to imperfect and ignoble thoughts about
God (A.W. Tozer) Barnes 164.
Each of the twelve reported coming to know a more
relational God as a result of our study. One group member
summed it up when he said, "Once The God I Am asserted
Himself as a verb, not a noun, the relationship, the
friendship with God began."
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Another said, "It is so awesome to consider that the
Almighty God who created the world and everything in it, who
parted the Red Sea, who raised Lazarus from the dead, now
desires to live in my body."
The twelve group members came to this class seeking a
relationship with God. The fact that God lives today
brought hope into the lives of each of the twelve.
One of the men in the class said he now believed that
even though life brings sorrows, broken hearts, health
problems, financial difficulties, and many other hardships,
God gives peace and hope for those times.
Members of the class selected Scripture verses that
represented their new understanding of God. The favorite
was: "God will meet each of us where we are and God will
meet each of our needs far more abundantly than we could
imagine". (Ephesians 3:20)
Other verses selected include:
� John 1:12
� John 3:16
� John 10:10
� Romans 5 : 8
� Revelation 3:20
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The verses selected teach about a searching God who
desires a personal friendship with His people. This was a
radical concept for this group of persons.
As one reads through the exit interviews, one sees how
far members of this group came in their individual
understandings about God.
This understanding of God developed quickly. I would
be very interested to know if this understanding remains
consistent in the months and years ahead.
2. What changes occur in a person's attitude about self as
a result of participation in prayer ministry?
The interviews indicate two major changes in self
attitude on the part of participants. Several participants
began significant periods of self healing. Three of our
group members were dealing with death and dying issues.
Over half were still struggling with relational issues
including failed marriages. In each case persons were angry
with God for having allowed this pain to enter his or her
life.
A step toward healing happened in the lives of the
twelve as they came to understand and practice prayer.
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Persons seemed to think more kindly of themselves when
they realized that God actually wanted a friendship and a
relationship with them. As one woman said, "If God likes
me, I can't be all that bad."
Persons came away from our time determined to deal with
past hurts and disappointments and to move onto a better
future .
In each case, persons reported finding the meaning for
life they entered the class searching for. This meaning was
dependent upon a friendship with God developed through
prayer. One participant summed up this question by saying,
"Prayer has helped me like me better."
3. Will participation in prayer ministry result in
personal satisfaction in life?
Persons entered this class seeking a new meaning in
life. Like many people their age, the twelve had become
aware of a void in life. They reported having tried to fill
that void with many things. Work, recreation, busyness,
business, toys, sex, alcohol, drugs, and many other things
had been offered up as options.
As one person said, "I wanted to make my life count, to
make up for lost time. I found the meaning I was seeking in
a relationship with God through Christ. This relationship
happened as a result of prayer."
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Another noted how he was exhilarated by his new
relationship with the Lord of the Universe. "I am" , he
said, "gaining an eternal perspective. I now see the goal
of faith as growing in a relationship with Jesus Christ. A
relationship with God fills the God-shaped void in our
spirits. We are God's much-loved children for who He sent
His Son. My goal, to get to know Jesus better."
The initial exhilaration felt by class members troubles
me some. I hope members of the class will continue to grow
in a relationship with God through Christ.
Prayer certainly impacted the lives of the twelve in a
powerful way. Each one reported in his or her own way how
much happier and satisfying life had become.
4. Are there observable changes in an individual's life as
a result of participation in a prayer ministry?
I began each interview with a form of the before and
after question. In each case, persons indicated a
difference after the class.
As a result of prayer ministry persons indicated a
change in family life, in work life, and in personal
satisfaction .
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Persons report an ability to deal with family issues
and with difficult people in their lives. Many were able to
turn those problems and issues over to God in times of
prayer .
Participants report a sense of freedom in not having to
carry the whole load. In gaining an eternal perspective,
some things just didn't seem as important as they once did.
Developing a friendship with Christ in prayer became very
important .
I was shocked at how many physical changes happened to
persons in our class. Persons developed new ministries. In
three cases, persons went to new congregations to help
develop prayer ministries.
An awareness of prayer has been raised in the lives of
the twelve. I am comfortable knowing that changes have
happened whether or not persons stick with as prayer
program. One woman said, "I can never be the same again."
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CHAPTER 5
Siommary and Conclusions
study Results
Each member of the group reported deepening his or her
relationship with God, as a result of participating in the
study. In each case, this new relationship with God changed
attitude about self for the better. Friendship was the key
word used to describe this new relationship with God.
Unanswered prayers from the past, old wounds, previous
disappointments, had caused most of our group to doubt God's
desire for a personal relationship. Seven group members had
suffered broken marriages. Two group members were
struggling with an untimely family death. One member was
facing the death of his wife. Two members were currently
dealing with rebellious teens. Anger with God made it
difficult for these persons to experience a personal
relationship with God.
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Every one of my group members were at one time or
another drop outs. They had dropped out of church, society,
family, and organizations of all kinds. The American West,
to which these persons had moved, values independence and
self reliance.
Coming back to church was difficult for most of the
group, because they were very jealous of their time. This
group would much rather part with gold than minutes. They
were afraid of the time commitment and what the church would
demand of them. In many ways, this attitude was carried
over to our prayer group. I believe most of our group
members feared a relationship with God for the same reasons.
One member asked, "If I get too friendly with God, what is
He going to want?" Most of our group members desired to
back slowly into this new relationship. Two members of our
group had trouble believing God actually desired this kind
of arrangement, with them at least.
As a result of our time together all twelve members
reported prayer becoming much more enjoyable and important.
The interviews indicate each of the twelve is beginning to
view God as a friend who is intimately involved in the
details of his or her life. All twelve group members
described their prayer life as becoming more ongoing.
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The persons involved in the prayer study have
indicated, in their interviews, that prayer is now more an
expression of an intimate relationship with God and not just
a discipline. My group of twelve agreed never again to
reduce prayer to a regimen. Prayer involves setting aside a
regular time for prayer, but prayer must never become just
an agenda item.
In each interview persons indicated that prayer was now
more ongoing and regular than before. New found intimacy
with God is a theme heard over and over in the interviews.
The twelve persons in the study agreed it was revolutionary
to learn of God's concern for every aspect of life. As
children of God we are free to talk with Him at any time
about anything.
I asked each person about growing edges in his or her
prayer life. Each person indicated his or her relationship
with God through prayer has different seasons. Sometimes it
is easier to pray than at other times. I am pleased my
group of twelve views prayer as an ongoing relationship.
Every person interviewed indicated this study impacted
his or her life in a powerful way.
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A Theological Reflection
Moving Inward Seeking The Transformation We Need
Each one of the group of twelve desired to develop a
meaningful line of communication with God. In moving inward
each sought to fill a hunger he or she felt in life. This
inner void had been unfilled, and by mid-life, a serious
attempt was made by group members to find satisfaction.
The twelve, along with many others, had returned to
church seeking inner satisfaction. Each group member was
open to learning about prayer, in an attempt to find deeper
meaning in life.
Foster wrote:
We today yearn for prayer and hide from prayer. We are
attracted to it and repelled by it. We believe prayer
is something we should do, even something we want to
do, but it seems like a chasm stands between us and
actually praying. We experience the agony of
prayerlessness (Foster 7).
In the interviews persons describe this agony of
prayerlessness. This agony made the prayer ministry class
very attractive to the twelve.
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Each of the twelve persons in my prayer ministry group
noted how close he or she felt to God as a result of the
class. In various ways each person spoke of a closer
relationship with God. The group members came to see prayer
as a way of deepening our relationship with a loving Father.
Foster describes prayer as:
a little like children coming to their parents. Our
children come to us with the craziest requests at
times. Often we are grieved by the meanness and
selfishness in their requests, but we would be all the
more grieved if they never came to us even with their
meanness and selfishness. We are simply glad they do
come mixed motives and all. It is in the very act of
prayer itself the intimate, ongoing interaction with
God that matters are cared for in due time (Foster 8) .
The participants seemed delighted to learn that God
wants to spend time with us. Intellectually, most of the
group members had trouble with the concept of prayer. They
thought prayer was "telling God what we needed and how we
felt." When they were able to see that God knows what we
need and how we feel before we pray, prayer became more a
means of communication. This communication with God seemed
to fill that inner void. As a result, attitudes about God
and self changed. Persons began to see God as a friend and
to see themselves as worthy of that friendship.
Foster writes of this friendship:
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prayer is nothing more than an ongoing and growing love
relationship with God the Father, Son and Holy Spirit.
And so I urge you to carry on an ongoing conversation
with God about the daily stuff of life, a little like
Tevye in Fiddler on the Roof. For now, do not worry
about proper praying, just talk to God ( Foster 12) .
As one reads through the interviews, one is able to see
how liberating this information is in the lives of the
twelve .
In coming to this class, persons expressed a desire for
change in their spiritual lives. This desire, this longing
for God begins with God. Each person said, "I have changed
as a result of this class!" In our class time together we
noted time and again that prayer changes us.
Foster described the primary purpose of prayer as:
bringing us into such a life of communion with the
Father that, by the power of the Spirit, we are
increasingly conformed to the image of the Son. This
process of transformation is the focus of prayer
(Foster 57) .
The interviews note two main areas of change. Persons
came to see God as being interested in their lives. Prayer
became not so much an obligation but an invitation from God
for a relationship.
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Persons began to view themselves as worthy of such a
relationship. The interviews indicate that persons began
feeling comfortable bringing all concerns to God. At first
I couldn't understand this willingness to share small issues
with God, while at the same time, trying to intellectualize
prayer. As persons entered into a relationship with God,
they desired to spend more and more time with God.
Foster described this as pursuing and being pursued. He
said :
There are active and passive sides to Prayer. On the
active side we are pursuing God. We are sojourners
seeking a city whose builder and maker is God. We are a
pilgrim people on a journey of faith. We are pressing
on toward the goal. On the passive side we are being
pursued by God. We are attentive and responsive. Both
the active and the passive sides are necessary, and
both stand in a dynamic tension with one another
(Foster 59) .
We emerge from such a relationship forever changed.
Moving Upward. Seeking The Intimacy We Need.
We are exiles and aliens until we can come into God
the heart's true home. Pride and fear have kept us at a
safe distance. But as the resistance within us is overcome
by the operations of faith, hope and love, we begin moving
upward into the divine intimacy. This in turn empowers us
for ministry to others. Prayer is the human response to the
perpetual outpouring of love by which God lays siege to
every soul (Foster 80-81) .
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A natural result of having the inner void filled is
gratitude to God. Gratitude moves us in an upward
direction. We seek even more of God in our lives. This was
the case in the class. As persons developed a relationship
with God they began praying not only with their minds but
with their hearts.
Foster described this prayer as:
Lingering over a rose or a phrase of Scripture,
smelling, tasting, chewing, drinking it all in this is
the stuff of adoration (Foster 86) .
In the interviews persons reported an increasing
sensitivity to the workings of God. Persons talked about
how God approached them in sunsets, sunrises, their
children, in the mountains, and other places.
The Baby Boomers I dealt with are very busy people.
They have competed and excelled in highly competitive
fields. All of their accomplishments came up short. Inner
satisfaction was still missing.
The interviews indicate that as persons moved inwardly
and upwardly the peace of mind they sought was found.
Nothing is more needed today than rest for body, mind, and
spirit .
When we began to pray together the class approached our
task in the same way they approach everything else with full
intensity, ready to work hard.
Soon persons began to open up and share past failure,
disappointment, frustrations, and unresolved conflict.
Persons relived these past times and were exhausted. In
that state of exhaustion we learned how to rest in God.
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Persons indicate prayer has become vital for their
peace of heart and mind. Several persons interviewed spoke
of a continual conversation with God. Praying license
plates, prayer as children lined up at school, prayer while
driving, are examples of how the twelve have tried to
develop a continual dialog with God.
I was pleased that persons realized this was a process.
They were not disappointed because continual prayer didn't
just happen.
As Foster notes :
We are a distracted people. Unceasing Prayer has a way
of speaking peace to the chaos. We begin experiencing
something of the cosmic patience of God. Our fractured
and fragmented activities begin focusing around a new
Center of Reference. We experience peace, stillness,
serenity, firmness of life orientation. But this does
not come automatically. We must want it, want it with a
consuming passion (Foster 121) .
Results of The Study on The Church
Moving Outward. Seeking The Ministry We Need.
The Longs Peak Church is experiencing a prayer led
revival. Several prayer groups and chains have formed by
participants from our prayer group. "I'll pray for you"
is becoming a common phrase heard around the church.
Broken relationships are being restored. New families
are coming into the church sensing excitement about who we
are .
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Coiranittees are making prayer a major part of their time
together. The finance committee used a prayer based model
this Fall and increased pledges 59%.
People are feeling more optimistic about themselves and
our congregation. This optimism is spilling over into every
aspect of the church's life.
I cannot describe the electricity one feels in the air.
One can only experience it. Things are very different, and
prayer has been a large part of thing positive change.
This change in the church is a result of personal lives
being changed. Many more people are believing God wants a
personal relationship. Persons are realizing that problems
real and important to them are important to God because we
count with God. This kind of change is hard to report on
and almost impossible to measure.
As a result of our prayer ministry class Longs Peak
Church is looking toward the Metachurch Model for our
future. The Metachurch is one that gathers for worship but
doesn't expect to accomplish most ministry through the
Sunday morning meeting place. Much of the ministry in a
Metachurch is lay led and small-group based. Each small
group has a leader and a leader in training in anticipation
of beginning another small group. A Metachurch is not
limited by land, buildings and staff. This idea for our
future is a direct result of a small group, prayer based
experience .
Some of the ministries people have developed have
surprised me- JB has moved her membership to a small
struggling Southern Baptist Church near her home. She feels
God has led her there to help in that church's ministry.
BL and DL have moved to a small open country United
Methodist Church near Longmont for the same reason. They
are very active in a prayer ministry at their new church.
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WT has moved to a new community. The pastor of his
small United Methodist Church describes WT ' s presence as an
answered prayer. He has helped develop a real enthusiasm
for prayer in his new church.
Mrs. WD has died. She passed away a month after our
class time together was completed. The service was attended
by all members of the class. WD continues to be involved in
the prayer life of our church.
J has organized a choir for the Seniors at a local
nursing home. An important time in their weekly rehearsal
is a prayer time.
EC has organized a weekly children's ministry and a
weekly Bible Study for the women of the church.
M and his wife have helped reorganize a Senior High
Youth Fellowship which is going great.
ET has taken on an important committee chairmanship in
the church. His financial giving allows us to finance
several important ministries in the life of the church.
TT is part of a praise team and refers to prayer with
regularity, surprising everyone around him.
S has adopted an elderly Alzheimer's patient. G was
quite an accomplished musician before his illness. S takes
G to choir each week and visits him regularly- G's wife
says the choir practice and S's calls are the highlight of
G's week. S says our prayer group led to this relationship.
N has been able to put her painful divorce behind her
and has entered into a new relationship. She too is part of
our praise team and describes herself as "happy for the
first time in a long time."
Y has helped to form an evening prayer group for women
called The Seekers. The Seekers are always praying for
someone or something around the church.
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The group of twelve managed to become persons of prayer
in the midst of their busy lives. Foster describes this as
Prayer in Action.
Foster Notes:
Jesus spent most of his earthly life in what we today
would call a blue-collar job. He did not wait until
his baptism in the Jordan to discover God. Far from
it. Jesus validated the reality of God in the
carpentry shop over and over before speaking of the
reality of God in his ministry as a Rabbi. Many today
see their vocation as a hindrance to prayer. If only I
had some time free from the distractions of work, then
I could pray is a common sentiment. But prayer is not
another duty to add onto an already overcommitted
schedule. In praying our vocation, far from being a
hindrance is an asset (Foster 171) .
Again Foster writes:
The discovery of God lies in the daily and the
ordinary, not in the spectacular and the heroic. If we
cannot find God in the routines of home and shop, then
we will not find him at all. Ours is to be a symphonic
piety in which all the activities of work and play and
family and worship are the holy habitats of the eternal
(Foster 171) .
The twelve entered into a personal relationship with
God, and they learned to see God in the ordinary experiences
of life. Because of this relationship, each developed new
and important ministries. As God grew their capacity to
care, they began working for the good of others around them.
Prayer makes our love flow vertically and horizontally. As
we pray, and experience the love of God, we are irresistibly
led to our neighbors.
Jesus promised to be present in great power whenever
the community of faith is truly gathered in his name (Matt.
18:20). This presence of Christ was the experience of our
group .
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Limitations of My Study
This study was designed for a small group of twelve. I
would be interested to know if a study with a much larger
group would produce similar results.
The persons in this study were the same age, basically
the same race, and from the same background.
I think it would be interesting to study a
congregation from another ethnic group. This study dealt
with persons from the Baby Boom Generation. It would be
interesting to know if persons from generations older and
younger than the Boomers would experience similar results.
This study represented my first effort at interviewing.
I have listed the safeguards I tried to observe. I wonder
what results an experienced interviewer would have received.
The twelve persons called out to be a part of this
study were known to me before being selected. I don't think
this prior relationship had an effect on the study results.
It would be interesting to repeat this study with twelve
persons whom I did not know before the ministry began.
It would be helpful to interview the twelve in three
months, six months, and again in a year. I would like to
know if the changes described remained consistent.
Uneacpected Findings
I was surprised that all twelve of the persons I worked
with experienced almost the same feelings after the study.
The interviews were all confidential to prevent a
participant being influenced by another's answers. This
leads me to believe that prayer did change each participant.
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The degree to which persons willingly left zones of
comfort, as a result of this study, overwhelmed me.
Changing churches, taking on new relationships and
ministries are major undertakings. This selfless kind of
behavior again leads me to conclude major changes have
happened in person's lives.
Further Studies
I had trouble finding material dealing with how to
teach a church to pray- I was able to locate a few
practical manuals, but they were all very basic.
When I began the reading for this project, I contacted
five denominational publishing houses. I asked for books on
teaching churches how to pray. Most of the books sent to me
were from Adult Sunday School Curriculums. These books
dealt with the need for prayer, the various kinds of prayer,
and developing personal prayer lives. As a result my
literature section was very broad. I would have liked to
focus in a bit.
Another study could develop a manual to teach churches
how to pray.
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APPENDIX 1
Results of The Initial Interview
The Twelve
1. S is a 49 year old retired Air Force Major who recently
moved to Longmont from Oklahoma. S holds advanced degrees
and is highly intelligent.
Alcohol abuse has been a problem in S's life. He
attends Alcoholic Anonymous meetings and is in church every
week. S has been married and divorced three times, most
recently in February 1995.
In 1972 S was injured when his aircraft was shot down
over Vietnam. S was in therapy for months treated for
broken bones and serious burns. Shortly after returning
home S suffered with a bout of encephalitis. S reports
feeling very close to God during these times of illness.
S was raised in a Methodist home, but has not been
active in an organized church for many years. After his
last divorce he returned to church seeking direction in his
life.
Promise Keepers, The Emmaus Walk, a Sunday School
Class, and books written by Norman Vincent Peale have all
been important factors in S's spiritual growth.
S reports communing every day with a higher power he
learned about in a support recovery group. A desire to have
a personal relationship with God and to learn the mechanics
of prayer have convinced S to be a part of this group.
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S entered the group full of questions. He reports
doubting whether God would or could have a personal
relationship with the best of us, not to mention the worst
of us .
2. WD is a 45 year old pharmacist. WD was raised in a
large Catholic family in rural Missouri. The wife of WD is
also a pharmacist, and the two of them opened a very
successful business together five years ago. The WD's have
two middle school age children, one boy and one girl.
Mrs. WD began attending our church when her children
became involved. WD saw involvement in the church as a
political thing to do, something that was good for business.
The family became quickly involved in the life of the
church and WD chaired a couple of important committees. WD
and his wife were part of an early Disciple Bible Study
Group which changed their lives.
People in the community and in the church began talking
about the remarkable transformation that had obviously
occurred in their lives.
Prayer became an important focus in their family and WD
tried to begin a prayer ministry in the church which
fizzled. We did form a healing service as a result of WD's
efforts. Every Wednesday night WD would come over and pray
while the youth meetings were in progress. WD provided
labor and materials to transform an upstairs church room
into a lovely prayer chapel.
The WD's stocked half of their pharmacy with Christian
books, materials, gifts, and cards. They feel God has
blessed their business and family as a result.
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This last year WD taught a Disciple Bible Study and was
very involved in getting other men down to the Denver
Promise Keepers Conference. Mrs. WD was Sunday School
Superintendent, and very supportive of WD's various schemes.
WD's wife was diagnosed with a terminal illness earlier
this Spring and given a very short time to live. The faith
of the two was shaken but certainly not destroyed. Our
small group was a support group for WD as he wrestled with
his wife's illness. WD doesn't think he would have made it
without our group. As his wife's health declines, prayer
becomes more and more important. Both WD and his wife
continue to believe God will answer their prayers for
healing. In the mean time, her health continues to
deteriorate. Neither of them will consider the possibility
that a physical healing may not happen. Mrs. WD is on
hundreds of prayer chains across the United States.
WD has developed an interest in mysticism and the
Pentecostal faith. He almost turns people off with his
outspokenness about his faith.
Whatever he is or is not, WD is a sincere man of
prayer. He refuses to make any decisions about his business
or family without first praying.
In our time together WD desired to develop a deeper and
more mature prayer life. He became involved in our group
for therapeutic reasons as well.
So far, neither of WD's children have developed a
strong interest in the church or in the faith which is a
profound disappointment for the parents.
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3. E is a 41 year old man whose parents are first
generation immigrants from Japan. The father of E is a
nominal Protestant Christian and E's mother was raised a
Buddhist. E's wife is also of Japanese decent and was
raised in the Buddhist faith. E and his wife have one
teenage son, whom they are raising in the United Methodist
Church.
Prayer is becoming very important in E's life. Through
prayer he lost the desire for tobacco. E's business has
boomed, he believes, as a result of prayer. This family has
become one of the biggest financial supporters of our local
church .
I have tried to differentiate the Buddhist and
Christian concepts of prayer for E. Much confusion remains
about prayer for E.
Meditating on the Scriptures has fascinated E. E has
attend several Bible studies and is attempting to let God
speak to his heart through the Bible.
E is under tremendous pressure from his family. They
see his interest in Christianity as a rejection of his
ethnicity. E doesn't want his faith to become a martyr
complex. He has a deep desire to know Jesus and to walk
with the Lord daily.
E equates success in his home and his family with his
deepening relationship with God. He feels he and his family
are living better lives with much more meaning than they
ever had. He says, "I have quit smoking, changed my
priorities to God first, then family and church, putting
selfish goals aside. I feel I have a true understanding of
tithe and have seen the results in black and white. The
void I had in my life is filling up a bit at a time."
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E has invited his younger brothers and their families
to church and they have all attended at least once. E's
prayer is that he will be able to lead family members to the
Lord .
4. WT is a forty one year old mechanic at the local
Chevrolet garage. He recently remarried after having been
divorced from his first wife for two years. Mrs. WT is also
employed at the Chevrolet Garage.
WT is a recovering alcoholic who has been sober for the
last three years. WT has a deep devotion to Jesus Christ.
He notes how his AA group teaches about the power of a
higher being who is ready to help persons who are trying to
stay sober. WT says it was not until he called upon the
name of Jesus Christ that he lost the desire to drink. He
literally sees Jesus as his personal savior.
The two children from his first marriage live with
their mother and visit WT and his wife once a month. The
four of them have a good relationship, the girls adore their
step-mother. WT and his wife take the girls to church with
them when they can.
WT lives with deep regrets about the past. He says at
times he hates himself for what he once was. Alcohol abuse
cost him his family, his health, and happiness. WT was in
tears as he described to me missing his daughter's first
steps because he was in a drunken stupor. The father of WT
died without knowing how WT changed his life.
WT and his wife live on a small farm he inherited from
his mother. WT is leaving his job soon to devote full time
attention to cattle ranching. This will be a risky venture
for the couple, one WT has been praying about.
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WT believes God gave him a second chance in life. He
still has trouble putting the first life behind him.
Because of his sincere life style, his second wife has
joined the church and is following the Lord as well.
This couple is involved in Bible Study, Sunday School,
and small group ministry. WT possess a convert's zeal. A
concern WT has is not burning out.
WT describes his prayer life as talking it over with
God. He rarely makes a move without lengthy prayer. WT has
prayed all night on occasion. Since his marriage he has not
prayed as much. He says his prayers are now shorter and not
as satisfying. "More people in the house, more cows to
watch, more to do, makes it hard to pray like I used to"
says WT . Guilt about his prayer life eats at him.
WT wants to experience joy in life and in his faith.
He desires to further experience the unconditional grace of
God. A prayer group appealed to WT because it would put
some discipline into his devotional life.
WT admits believing that Christianity is "too good to
be true." Sometimes he doubts that forgiveness is as simple
as it is spelled out in Scripture.
WT has a problem with authority as well. He says being
in trouble at school, with the police and at work has caused
him to resent persons who have any authority over him.
Submitting to the authority and Lordship of Jesus
Christ is a growing edge for WT.
5. M is a 45 year old husband and father of two teenaged
boys. M was raised in a parsonage in Mississippi. His
father is a retired United Methodist Pastor. M graduated
from the Naval Academy and served in the Navy for several
years .
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M's family moved to Colorado in the late 1980 's. Both
M and his wife are employed outside the home in responsible
positions. I would describe the family as affluent, even
wealthy. They are one of the largest financial contributors
to the church.
M's faith is strong, evangelical, and unyielding. He
struggles with The United Methodist Church and says he would
probably be much happier somewhere else. Loyalty to his
father and his long roots in Methodism keep him in our
denomination .
Spiritual warfare has become a regular theme for M. He
is fascinated with The End Times. M's God is stern,
judgmental, and harsh. M cannot wait for God to return and
set things right.
Church is no place for fun in M's estimation. He has a
real problem with the youth group which incorporates games,
fellowship, and recreation into the program. Church is a
place to worship and learn about God.
M and his wife are currently teaching a young adult
Sunday School Class. He is knowledgeable and a capable
teacher. People seem to enjoy his class.
For M prayer is primarily a confrontation against the
devil and a stand for God. In moments of weakness he has
told me of his yearning to be accepted by God, to be loved
by Christ. M has read dozens of books about prayer and is
able to describe the various kinds of prayer.
Simple prayer is one M overlooks. He desires to
believe that God receives us just as we are and accepts our
prayers just as they are, but M cannot. In learning simple
prayer, M would learn to bring himself before God with an
open heart to make his requests. The individual is the
focus of Simple Prayer. Our needs, our wants, our concerns
tend to dominate this prayer experience.
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M wants to know in his heart that it's okay to come to
God in this way. He desires a more intimate relationship
with God, in his prayer life.
M cannot remember receiving unconditional love from his
father. His sons are constantly trying to prove themselves
as well. This attitude of perfection has carried over into
M's prayer life. My advice to M is usually, lighten up, let
go and let God.
As M approaches Scripture, he doesn't relate to the
Good Shepherd image of God at all. The favorite
descriptions of God are from Isaiah, Revelation, Ezekiel
which describe God's awesome majesty and power.
M sees his affluence as proof that God is pleased with
his approach. He is frightened that if he makes any
changes, God will stop blessing him and his family. M
agreed to become part of this study out of loyalty to me.
6. J is a 46 year old divorced mother of three. J was
raised in a small town in the Mid-West, and cannot remember
a time when she was not an active part of a Methodist
Church .
A painful marriage and divorce devastated J's belief
system. After a lengthy time of counseling, J returned to
our church. She is very active and involved. J has served
as the accompanist for the choir, has been a liturgist, has
led the youth choir, co-leads a Women's Bible study and
serves as Worship Chairperson. For five Summers she co-
directed Summer elementary camp. Additionally, she has
served on the support team for Walk to Emmaus.
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Two years ago, J felt a strong call to ministry. She
feels called to serve God through addressing and nurturing
the spiritual needs of God's people. She quotes Fredrick
Buechner in describing her call: "Where my deepest gladness
and the world's deepest hunger intersects, I will find my
calling . "
She says, "My deepest gladness is my personal
relationship with my Creator, made possible through the
sacrifice of my Savior, and made known to me in the person
of the Holy Spirit. My response to God's call is to work in
the church to empower believers in their ministry."
She enrolled as a degree student at The Iliff School of
Theology in Denver where she is currently studying. The
liberal atmosphere at Iliff is a struggle for J. She is
called upon to defend her evangelical faith in every class.
She also notes that Iliff is certainly expanding her
horizons .
J has practiced prayer regularly. Surrender to God is
how she often describes her prayer life. J describes her
spiritual journey as a long process of growing in the faith.
J is very curious about Contemplative and Meditative
Prayers. She has a strong desire to deepen her prayer life.
J wants to pray more with her heart than with her head.
Union with God is a desire. We have talked about the
importance of not neglecting the ordinary in a pursuit of
deeper prayer. J needs to develop a balance in her prayer
life.
J brings many new insights to our group. She is a
breathe of fresh air in our times of discussion. Other
people, especially women in the group, gravitate toward J.
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7, N is a 35 year old divorced mother of one 5 year old
child. N teaches in a local elementary school. She and her
ex husband moved to Colorado from Ohio ten years ago.
N describes her childhood "normal, Mid-Western stuff."
She was happy as a child, well adjusted and content. N's
parents raised her in a local church, and made sure she had
the basics in religious education.
N and her husband joined Longs Peak when they arrived
in Longmont and were nominal members. They attended fairly
regularly, but seldom participated in fellowship. Christian
Education, or work projects.
After the nasty divorce, N withdrew from the church for
a time. She returned only when her daughter was old enough
to attend Sunday School. Gradually, N is involving herself
in the life of the church.
N's interest in prayer led me to invite her to be one
of the 12. She was very hesitant to participate, feeling
she had some anger and disappointment with God to work out
first .
N came to our initial meeting and was very quiet. She
seemed uncomfortable. On the way home from that first
session, N had a car wreck. Again, Nancy was deeply
disappointed with God for allowing this to happen after a
prayer meeting.
The syllabus and initial questionnaire for our time
together was on the dash board of N's car the night of the
wreck. Five days later she and her daughter were walking
and found the class material laying in the street, 1/2 block
from where the accident happened.
She said, "I feel there was a reason for its still
being near and not having been destroyed. Miracles happen
daily. "
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The car accident, the syllabus, and the feeling of fate
being at work in her life has led Nancy to examine the
claims of prayer.
N is very confrontational at this point. She almost
dares God to intervene and be involved in her life. There
exists a tender side to N as well. She wants to recapture
the faith she had as a child and teen.
N has no problem in asking others to pray for her
situation. On the night of her car wreck she left me a
detailed prayer request just before leaving the church.
As N considers her future, and a new relationship, she
is counting on God to make His will known.
"In dealing with a very difficult, life-changing decision"
she says, "I need prayers."
8. BL recently remarried for the third time. He is
divorced from his first wife and his second wife died after
a very painful and lengthy illness.
BL and his second wife came back to church a few years
ago. Both were in their mid forties and both had been away
from the church for a long while -
BL is convinced God brought him back so the church
could help him face the loss of his beloved wife. He is
still not certain why he followed his conscience and
attended church that first Sunday. He describes walking
through that door as the hardest thing he had ever done.
BL grew up on a ranch in Wyoming and has lived a rough
life. He has been in and out of trouble with the law. For
a time he rode with a motorcycle club in the Western United
States .
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When he moved to Colorado with his second wife, BL
opened a very successful rib restaurant. Starting a
business consumed him. He remembers thinking, "there has to
be more to life than cooking ribs and making money."
BL and his wife were surprised and pleased that persons
they met in church were not hypocrites. Both BL and his
wife became active members of the church. BL was very
interested in prayer.
The 1987 Rocky Mountain Billy Graham Crusade was very
important in his life. He recalls going down to the front
at Mile High Stadium and accepting Jesus Christ.
After the crusade BL was happier than he had ever been.
Then, quite suddenly, his wife was ill. She was in the
Longmont hospital for four months. BL was forced to spend
all of their savings, and he declared bankruptcy. He could
not understand why he was experiencing the pain, but he knew
God provided for him in the midst of it. Shortly after the
death of his wife, both of BL's parents and a beloved aunt
passed away.
Three years after his wife's death he met and married
DL. She was a divorced mother of two young daughters, also
very active in the church. The congregation rejoiced with
BL and DL.
Both feel prayer has helped them begin to pull back
from the brink. Both feel God has provided a second chance
for happiness. The couple recently purchased a small
home and both are working. BL reports feeling his faith
cooling a bit lately. He jumped at the opportunity to take
part in an organized prayer group.
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9. JB is a 41 year old, single mother of three grown
children. A year ago JB became a grandmother. JB recently
talked to her former husband for the first time in nearly
ten years, in an attempt to heal the past.
The ex husband of JB was an abusive alcoholic. He was
physically, mentally, and emotionally abusive towards his
wife and all three children. Recently he joined the LDS
Church and has tried to make amends for the past.
JB is struggling to believe his conversion is sincere
and to forgive him for many years of pain. In her own
words, "I want to let go of the past, and not to try and
relive it."
In many ways she sees the past repeating itself. JB's
oldest son treats his young wife in much the same way his
father treated JB. At least one of her sons has had a
serious problem with alcohol abuse.
JB is a nurse in a local hospital and part time
seminary student. She has been a woman of prayer. Because
of her irregular hours she prays at all times. JB has a key
to the church and comes in at all hours of the day and night
to pray- I have JB preach whenever I am gone. She is a
licensed local pastor and people really value her spiritual
maturity.
Knowing the will of God for her life is a real concern
for JB. She understands that in the beginning our human
will is in struggle with God's will. JB wants to learn to
release her will into the will of God. The Prayer of
Relinquishment is of interest to her at this point in life.
JB feels a call into the ordained ministry, a call I
have supported. The fervent prayer of JB is that God would
offer her some kind of sign before she totally disrupts her
life and the lives of her family members.
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JB has no problem in releasing all concerns, large and
small, into the hands of God. She says, "I trust God for
everything, I'm just not sure I want to turn my future over
to God."
As a part of this study, JB hopes to continue the
healing process. She wants to learn more of God's will for
her life. JB's prayer is that God will confirm her call to
the Ordained Ministry or help her be content with her
present ministry in the hospital.
JB grew up in the mountains of Colorado and feels
closest to God out in nature. She has an independent streak
common to many pioneer types. JB hesitates to ask for help
from other people, preferring to pray for all her needs. I
feel she needs to develop a healthy inter-dependence on
others .
JB has added so much depth to our study, I am grateful
she is among the 12.
10. TT is a 45 year old middle school teacher. He and his
wife are parents of three teen aged children. The children
are all Asian, adopted as infants.
TT was raised a Roman Catholic and spent several years
in a Jesuit Seminary. He and his wife were attracted to The
United Methodist Church because of it's stand on various
social issues.
As a younger man, TT was a guitarist in several Heavy
Rock Bands. He was extensively involved in the counter
culture which still colors his outlook on life. TT says,
"The 1960 's and 70 's taught me to question everything and
everyone .
"
The wife of TT is an Evangelical Christian who has
nurtured her husband along. The family is among the most
active in our church.
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TT has wrestled with the misconception that being a
Protestant Christian involves living a rigid, restrictive
life. He did not want to trade one set of restrictive rules
for another. TT still fears being repressed and miserable.
TT combines his early Jesuit education. Orthodox
Protestant Teachings, and Asian Religions into his belief
system. He enjoys reading books by Robert Fulghum, Norman
Vincent Peale, and Robert Schuller.
TT is easily one of the most optimistic persons I have
ever met. He believes with faith, one can make anything
happen. The leadership offered by TT has been invaluable in
our local church. Persons of all ages value his opinion and
listen to him.
Contemplative, Meditative, Unceasing, and Sacramental
Prayers are all of real interest to TT. He describes his
real need as putting all the head knowledge to work in his
life.
TT is still not comfortable offering daily concerns to
God. Prayer for TT is sacred and other-worldly. Sometimes
the things of this world are too ordinary to give to God in
TT's opinion. TT desires a daily friendship with God. He
hopes this fellowship will develop and deepen as a result of
a prayer study and experience.
11. Y is a 36 year old mother of two teen aged children.
She and her husband are separated. Y was raised in a very
ethnic, very Roman Catholic family.
Prayer has always been important in Y's life. As a
child, she never missed church, often staying on for an
additional Mass. Y's parents often worried that she was too
religious for a person her age.
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As a young adult Y became part of The United Methodist
Church because a local congregation filled a definite need
in her life. Y and her two children became part of our
church in 1993.
This person is convinced that she would not have
survived a difficult marriage, stresses of being a single
parent, relocation, and job changes without the benefit of
prayer .
Y feels very comfortable offering any and all requests
up to God. She has quite a testimony to share about
answered prayers.
Y expresses herself beautifully through music and
offers regular solos in our worship services.
Lately, Y has experienced some serious tensions with
her daughter. Y's daughter has rejected her mother's faith,
and attends church only because she is required to do so.
Y's son is as devout in his faith as his mother was at
that age. He has attended prayer sessions with his mother
from time to time.
Y wrestles with the whole issue of unanswered prayers.
She has not experienced many unanswered prayers in her life
time- Y's worry is what unanswered prayers in the future
would do to her faith and belief system.
As we looked at Foster's book, the area of Suffering
Prayers was of real interest.
12. EC is a 33 year old married mother of two young
children. She and her husband attend church regularly, and
try to practice family prayer in the home.
EC taught public school for 9 years before her children
came, and is now staying home with them. She wants to
resume her career when both children are in school.
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EC's parents raised her and her three brothers in the
church. She says her parents were nominal at best, never
praying in the home, not even at meal time. A sister in law
led EC to faith in Christ.
EC displays a mature faith. She reads extensively,
knows her Bible, attends studies, and teaches Sunday School.
EC's father recently died after a lingering illness.
She is still grieving his death and questions the
effectiveness of her prayers during his illness.
The immediate family never makes a decision without
asking for God's leading. When that leading is given, the
family has never hesitated to follow. Recently they moved
five states from home to begin a new challenge in life.
Many persons tried to dissuade them, but they felt a leading
from God. The decision was basically a good one. They
experience few regrets.
EC often reminds her husband of the power and promise
of prayer. She often initiates prayer time in the home.
Both EC and her husband believe prayer has made all the
difference in their marriage.
The two children are learning to pray as well. Prayers
at bedtime and at mealtime are natural and expected. EC
said her daughter reminds the family to pray over food in
restaurants and in other social settings.
The unanswered prayers around her father's illness and
death really bother EC. She knows that God is in control
and heals persons. The question she wrestles with is
whether or not she prayed hard enough or the right way.
This episode has really shaken her faith. As she prays for
her husband and children, she worries about the
effectiveness of those prayers as well.
EC and her husband have seen answered prayers in their
lives. God dramatically answered prayers for children.
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EC and her husband both feel that God has led them in
the past and is involved in their lives now. EC wants to
know, "if there is anything to this healing stuff? Is there
any point in even praying for healing? If God answers
prayers for healing why didn't he answer mine?"
Intercessory Prayer has become a strong interest for
EC. She has joined an intercessory prayer group and
participates regularly. She has certainly been a valuable
addition to our group of 12.
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APPENDIX 2
Interviews With The Group of Twelve
Interview with E
Q "E, how has your life changed as a result of our
study?"
A "Let me back up. I learned to read the Bible in 'The
Way International. I quickly became uncomfortable and
realized something was funny in that group. For two years,
before coming to Longs Peak Church, I read the Bible
independently. I would just flip open the Bible and read.
This was not satisfying. I was not growing, I was stagnant.
I still had a real interest in prayer. Bill Hybels book.
Too Busy Not To Pray had a huge impact on me. James 5:16
says, 'Therefore, confess your sins to one another and pray
for one another, that you may be healed. The prayer of a
righteous man has great power in its effects.' This verse
and prayers offered by the church helped me quit smoking.
This is where I was when the class began."
Q "Where are you now?"
A "When I think of prayer now I just feel a warm calmness
in my being. I experience perfect love from a loving
parent. I feel totally secure. This experience 'the class'
helped me see that one gains joy and happiness gradually.
My prayer now is, 'Lord stay with me all the time.' I have
learned to listen to God through others. Prayer in the
shower is important for me."
Q "Where do you need to go in your prayer life?"
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A "Well, since the prayer class some of the exhilaration
is not as strong. I need another class experience."
Q "You want to be involved in a regular prayer group?"
A "Yes. I need the regular discipline I learned in our
class." Q " What areas of your life have been impacted
as a result of our time together?"
A "Home and work."
Q "Say more about how prayer has effected your home
life. "
A "We're still not praying as a family. We talk about
prayer, but we don't pray together. Before the class, we
didn't even talk about prayer. My wife desires the same
excitement I feel. So, there's an opening."
Q "What is your wife's experience with prayer?"
A "She was raised in the Buddhist Church. It was more
social than spiritual. The priest would come through once
every few months. People would gather for meals, movies
etc. "
Q "Somethings changed in your life if your wife notices
the difference."
A "I have expressed remorse to my wife for having placed
my ego, career, and wants above my family. Before 'the
class' my wife serviced my ambitions. I loved her but I was
full of myself. Both my wife and son have seen a huge
difference in my personal life and they are curious about
what made it happen?"
Q "You also mentioned work?"
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A "Now, I let prayer impact every business decision I
make. My priorities are: 'God, family and then my career.'
Since I've been praying, I'm not as busy as before. Before
I wanted to prove myself to my dad. My business was
grossing a lot and netting a little. Now I'm grossing 1/3
less and taking more home. I now have time for ball games
my son is playing in. I'm happier at work. I'm not as
mean. I don't fly off the handle. I'm 90% improved."
Q "What about people at work?"
A "My business partner cannot believe it. He still
thinks all the church wants is his money. One night his
daughter was arrested on a drug charge. I sent her a copy
of our study book. 'Foster, Prayer . ' It really got through
to her. As a result, my partner prayed with me. It was the
first prayer he had prayed in a very long time. Now he
regularly prays for his daughter."
Q "What frustrations do you still have?"
A "I need a small group to help keep the fires going.
God pulls people together if they have a need. I want to be
involved in a small group ministry."
Interview With JB
Q "Has your life changed as a result of our study?"
A "Certainly my understanding of God has changed as a
result of prayer."
Q "How so?"
A "Before, when I prayed, I would present God with a list
of details, a grocery list if you will.
Now I am learning to listen to God, to enjoy a conversation
with God. "
Q "Do you still believe it is valid to ask for things
from God?"
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A "Absolutely! Absolutely. I just recognize that God
answers but now always in the way we expect or even want Him
to answer. We are not on God's time table. Sometimes at
work, I need to make a decision, I'm operating on a
deadline. I need God to answer on time, on my time. There
are times when I feel panicked wondering if God will come
through, but He always does."
Q "Say more about this relationship you are enjoying with
God. "
A "God gets my attention in many ways. God got my
attention today through a rainbow. Lately God has
communicated through books, other people. When I hear a
consistent message from several sources, I know God is
speaking to me."
Q "What are other ways you hear from God?"
A "Once in Minnesota I actually heard an audible voice
from God which warned me not to back up my car. As it turns
out, there was a child playing under the wheel. For many
years, I have insisted on God speaking to me in the same
way. I wouldn't accept anything else. After our class
experience, I am recognizing that God answers prayers each
and every day. We just don't always recognize the answers."
Q "How has God answered you recently? "
A "Well, I wanted to be an OB nurse and was assigned to
surgery instead. At first I was really disappointed, but
now I see God's hand in my assignment. I think as a result
of my time in surgery, I'll be a much better OB nurse when
the time comes."
Q "So prayer has made a difference at work?"
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A "Oh yes! For instance, yesterday I was having trouble
getting an IV started in a patient's arm. I couldn't find a
vein. God helped me get the IV going. I feel God's
presence and closeness at work. It helps. At work I pray
for the doctors and nurses. I can tell you I've seen the
whole team pulling together as a result of prayer."
Q "How has prayer helped at home?"
A "I couldn't raise teens without God. There are times
when I've hit head on with one of my kids and it helps to
take ten minutes and pray. My mom never prayed except at
meals and praise prayers. Until I was in College, we never
prayed together as a family. The first prayer we prayed as
a family was for a cow having trouble birthing a calf. I
pray with my kids. They've all been in trouble. I pray
before court appearances etc. I pray that they'll make the
right decisions. Prayer has made me a much better parent."
Q "I know you want to learn more about prayer. What
would you like to explore next?"
A "There is so much to learn. The more I've prayed, the
more I've learned. I'm convinced that a group prayer by a
doctor and three nurses saved a babies life the other night.
I'm learning the power of prayer in groups. That is
something I experienced in our class and it is so neat. God
answers vocal prayers offered in a group. God also answers
quiet prayers, but I'm excited about group stuff."
Q "What difficulties are you still having with prayer in
your life?"
A "We recently prayed for a child with cancer who died.
Now our prayers may have been answered in a scope much
larger and broader than we can see. But unanswered prayers
trouble me. I have seen healings as a result of prayer. Do
I pray for everyone to be healed and accept the ones who
are? I don't know."
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Q "What about growing edges in your prayer life?"
A "I set aside an hour each day to listen quietly for
God. I've been praying the Psalms. I expand them. I was
praying the 150th Psalm which says 'give praise in the
temple'. I add praise God for my granddaughter's voice, for
a dog barking, for the mountains and trees. I personalize
and expand the psalms. It's hard to explain. I also sing
songs to God. God doesn't care if I'm off key and can't
sing . "
Q "Any new insights to share?"
A "I'm learning who the Holy Spirit is. I figured He
didn't have a whole lot to do with me. Now He is a vital
part of my life. As a nurse, the prayers of suffering and
the healing prayers we learned about in Foster's book have
really helped."
Q "Anything for the good of the order?"
A "I had a prayer answer last week I'd like to tell you
about. I was out of toilet paper. Pay day was still a ways
off. I just prayed to God one night for toilet paper.
Someone came that very night and TP's our trees. They
didn't use cheap stuff either, they used 2 ply paper and
left rolls all around. After that prayer, I feel like God
still cares and I can offer the smallest needs I have. I
can tell God anything. I am in awe of how he cares for all
of our individual needs."
Interview with J
Q "How has our time together changed or effected your
prayer 'life?"
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A "Lately I've prayed more emotionally. I struggle with
God more than I ever have before. I am more conversational
with God. My prayer life is now more of an ongoing
continuous conversation. Q "What was your prayer life
like before?
A "Much more structured and separated. I'm more aware of
the presence of God who is available for conversation.
Q "What kinds of things do you talk with God about?"
A "My prayer is change me and not the circumstances.
Change me within the situation. This is a real growing edge
for me . "
Q "Say more about change and prayer."
A "Prayer has helped me cope in a very liberal seminary
setting. I'm not sure how God will deal with the seminary
situation, but my prayer is now that he will deal with me
within that extreme situation. Change me and allow me to be
who you want me to be, not who I want to be."
Q "How has prayer effected your home life?"
A "As a single mother of three teenagers, I couldn't cope
without prayer. I was having some real problems with my
oldest daughter recently. I prayerfully wrote her a love
letter and taped it to her bedroom door. Later she came
down and we were able to share in a way we hadn't in a very
long time. I thought about writing a letter as we discussed
writing down our prayers in class."
Q "Are there other ways prayer has changed your home?"
A "I have been praying for open communication between
myself and my ex husband. We need to visit from time to
time. We have three good reasons to stay friendly, our
children. I had been praying for him for several weeks when
I ran into him, of all places, at a Christian Bookstore. We
had a good visit, and we agreed to visit about the children
regularly. This would not have happened without prayer."
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Q "In class you mentioned your prayers for other people,
can you say more now?"
A "I prayerfully try to get to know the whole person. I
am called to pray for people. Whenever the name of a person
comes to mind, I pray for that person immediately, knowing
God has put him or her in my mind, on my heart. Most of the
time I don't know what to pray, so I just lift the person
up.
"
Q "In preparation for seminary work, field work in the
church, classroom stuff, has prayer made things easier,
harder?
A "The difference in preparation, balance, etc. is always
prayer. I can humanly plan, work, slave, and toil, and not
be ready. I must pray as I work and prepare. Prayer makes
the difference between success and failure most times."
Q "You have a unique practice of praying license plates?"
A "I commute to school five days a week, so I spend at
least two hours a day on the road. I have learned to look
at the numbers on license plates and pray for whoever comes
to mind. For instance, MJ-303 might remind me of Mary
Johnson. I would lift her up. This certainly makes my time
in the car more enjoyable and helps me stay connected with
persons who need prayer."
Q "How has your seminary training effected your prayer
life?"
A "Before I saw liturgical prayer as meaningless ritual.
I have come to a profound appreciation of liturgical
prayer, unison, responsive etc. I'm much more open to all
kinds of prayers from many different traditions."
Q "Any difficulties you continue to struggle with?"
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A "I don't pray enough. My growing edge would be a
deeper kind of prayer. I must give God more quality time.
In prayer, I need to invite God to speak, and I need to
listen. You know, my life is busy. And if I pray
everything I have to do takes a fraction of the time it
would without prayer. I can figure it out mathematically!
Prayer doesn't give one anymore time, prayer disciplines
one .
"
Q "What keeps you from prayer?"
A "I really don't know. There is no place I'd rather be,
so why don't I do it? Good question."
Q "Give me an example of an answered prayer."
A "Before I went to Seminary I prayed, 'if you really
want this for me God, I need to sell my van and get a
smaller car.' That was really my fleece. I put an add in
the paper. The person who bought the van didn't even take
the paper, someone had read about it and told him. Next I
described the car I wanted to God. The very next day I
found it, same color and everything. Then I said God, 'if
I'm to go, I need fifteen piano students, not fourteen not
sixteen, fifteen. That's how much time I have and how much
money I need. Within 36 hours I had the fifteen, no more no
less. God answers prayers."
Interview with S
Q "You mentioned that our class had made an impact on
your life, how?
A "Until recently, my prayer life was crisis oriented.
When I was in need I prayed. I call this the stampede
mentality.
Q "What do you mean, stampede mentality?"
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A "When things were wrong, I would stampede God with my
requests, but I never waited around long enough to listen to
what God might have to say to me." I feel this class came
at just the right time. It was a crossroads for me."
Q "How will what we learned effect your daily life?"
A "I will pray and give whatever time I have left back to
God. I may live fifteen or twenty years. I want to realize
God's purpose for the rest of my life. God is the love of
my life just now. I feel more connected to God than at any
time in my life. The breathe prayer we learned is really
helping me remember God all day long."
Q "You also mentioned your prayer life effecting others,
how?"
A "My sister is getting a divorce after forty years of
marriage. It is a real mess. I have been praying for her
for instance. When I pray for others, I get out of myself,
my self pity my self righteousness."
Q "What are your early memories of prayer?"
A "I grew up in a physically abusive home. My mom would
go after my dad with scissors, stuff like that. One time
she tried to run my dad over with a car. We never prayed,
any of us, unless we needed or wanted something."
Q "What about prayer as an adult?"
A "I only let God in partially. I had too many barriers
from childhood that wouldn't let me open the door to God
completely. Now, I am connected and in touch with God."
Q "How has being connected made a difference?"
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A "The anger between my son and I is no longer there. My
daughter has opened up, and we are getting close. My ex wife
even has written me twice in the last few months. We have
been divorced for fourteen years and we only talked when we
needed to share something about the kids. Our only contact
was about visitation schedules and stuff. Now we've shared
and a lot of healing has taken place."
Q "Has prayer made a difference at work?"
A "Prayer has allowed me to be satisfied with menial
work. I went from flying jet fighters to driving a milk
truck. I was really pretty angry about the whole thing.
Prayer has helped me see that I'm still a person of worth.
I have even been able to share my faith with a couple of
people on my route. A couple of the other drives are ex
drunks like me. We've been able to share. God placed me
here. He really did. Prayer helped me see that. I'm in
ministry now. It's not just going through the motions to
get a check."
Q " Any plans to change jobs?"
A "No, I'm doing what I need to be doing. You know, I
ran into a widow whose husband died a couple of weeks ago.
She didn't think she had any reason to go on living. She
didn't know how to fill out a check or a milk order. I was
able to help her and share my faith in God. I even prayed
with her. I'm helping people in need, but without prayer I
wouldn't have been satisfied doing what I'm doing."
Q "What's next?"
A "I'm really interested in sanctif ication . I want to
learn more. My number one priority is to stay connected
with God and to work on my character defects. I want to
grow mentally and spiritually. Prayer will help me do
that . "
Q "How long do you pray each day?"
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A "My breath prayer is, "Father help me find true peace'
I pray that prayer all day long. Driving a truck lets me
spend five hours a day listening to tapes, the radio and
praying. I want to expand this by going to Sunday School
and Bible Study. To be connected and to be faithful in
prayer, you need to be in a study.
Now that our prayer study is over I'm going to start coming
to the Saturday Men's meeting. The more you have and learn
about prayer, the more you want."
Q "What challenges do you still face?"
A "I'm still dealing with resentments. Time is a major
issue. I get lonely sometimes, but I don't want a
relationship with a woman to take me farther from God. I
have nights to pray now."
Q "Don't rule out a relationship with someone!"
A "No, I won't. But any person I become involved with
will be a Christian who shares my passion for prayer."
Q "Are you basically satisfied with life?"
A "I'm learning every day. I'm trying to get away from
selfish needs. I'm certainly praying for others. You know,
I could be a financial planner making 100 k a year. But,
finances are not as important as spiritual health. For the
first time in a long time, I'm really happy."
Interview With M
Q "How is your prayer life different now than before our
time together?"
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A "I am a busy person. Most people are these days. I
just don't have time to pray more than once a day. It's
like I meet with God and then get onto something else. I
learned the value of continuous prayer. Maybe I'm redefining
prayer .
"
Q "What do you mean, redefining prayer?"
A "Rather than seeing prayer as a chore, I'm trying to
treat prayer as a normal day to day thing. One can pray
anytime without falling down on his knees, or leaving his
desk. "
Q "Where did you learn to pray?"
A "Well, I grew up in a parsonage, a Methodist parsonage.
Even so, we just did the before meal at bedtime stuff. I
learned to really pray in the service."
Q "Do you remember persons in the church talking about
prayer when you were growing up?"
A "We talked about grace etc. in general terms. I don't
remember any emphasis on personal prayer."
Q "What happened in the service to change all that?"
A "I graduated from the Naval Academy. My four years
there were very challenging, and I learned to pray because I
was in over my head most of the time. Later several things
were real eye openers. I was on the USS Belnop when she
collided with the USS Kennedy. I really prayed then. I had
several experiences like that."
Q "Were these panic prayers?"
A "They really were. I just called to God when I needed
Him. But, the growing edge was realizing God was
interested and available."
Q "You mentioned a chaplain who helped you understand
prayer .
"
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A "He was an Assembly of God preacher I met when I was
stationed in Okinawa. He's still in the service. He's a
Colonel now. I learned to pray for healing, for the Holy
Spirit to become real etc."
Q "You had heard about those things before. What was
different about this chaplain's teachings?"
A "His sincerity I guess. He really believed what he was
saying. It wasn't just an academic exercise with him. He
had no doubt at all that God would not answer our prayers.
At first it seemed a little simplistic, but later became
very attractive to me. As a matter of fact, he rebaptized
my wife and me in the South China Sea. That was neat."
Q "What happened next?"
A "I was living the American dream until I was laid off.
We had been in our home less than a year. I stood to loose
a lot. God directed me from Texas to Colorado where I got a
job without losing a dollars salary. We sold our home for
our asking price in a very poor market. My wife stepped
into a job. God really helped us through a difficult time."
Q "You have talked about moving beyond panic prayers.
Have you managed that yet?"
A "I like to think of God as a best buddy now. I want to
walk and talk with God always, not just in times of trouble.
The Holy Spirit is just waiting for us to tap into His power
source .
"
Q "Do you have a personal relationship with God through
the Holy Spirit?"
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A "I'm learning to have a friendly relationship with God
through the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit is constantly
presenting me opportunities for prayer. I had an argument
with my son this morning. Both my boys have already learned
Which buttons of mine to push in order to get a reaction.
One does so in a passive way, the other more aggressively.
I was trying to pray rather than argue this morning, asking,
"God let me hear what he's trying to say.' I am trying to
pray more for resolutions and not outcome, if that makes any
sense .
"
Q "I think it does, but could you say more about
resolution verses outcome?"
A "Resolution is more than just a panicked get me out of
this kind of thing. It's about relationship and not just
getting myself out of a tight spot."
Q "Say something about your prayer life at home?"
A "We still don't pray as a family. We talk about
Biblical issues and take turns with grace and stuff. We're
ail part of the church prayer chain. But we still don't sit
down together to pray."
Q "Is family prayer a goal?"
A "It really is. It really is. Prayer has made a
difference in the home even if we don't pray together, each
of us knows the other three are praying for us. My kids are
involved in prayer and are interested in the church, Bible
etc. For instance my oldest son who is a Junior in High
School is doing his research project on Prophecy in the
Bible. I'm really proud of him, and I'm praying for him."
Q "Praying for him but not with him?"
A "Not yet."
Q "What about growing edges in your prayer life?"
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A "As I said, I'm trying to treat prayer as a normal day
to day, even moment by moment thing and not so much just an
appointment with God. I live by the calendar. This is new
for me. I still don't buy the breathe prayer stuff."
Q "Has our time been beneficial?"
A "I think so, time will certainly tell. But at the very
least, it's always good when people get together and pray."
Q "Do you view God or your relationship with God any
differently now than before?"
A "Not really. Except I want to be more friendly with
God. "
Interview with WT
Q "How has our time together helped W?"
A "It's reminded me how important prayer is. I was
slipping there for a while. I was real regular in prayer
when I was in trouble. Now that my life has smoothed out, I
pray less often. Not less often but for not as long."
Q "A couple of people talked about panic prayers. Would
that term describe your prayer life?"
A "Panic yes. But dependence would be a better word.
You know a person quits drinking daily, hourly even by the
minute some times. I was so dependent on God I wouldn't do
anything without talking to Him. Now I don't talk to God as
much . "
Q "Perhaps you still talk to God but in different ways?"
A "Maybe. Like I never thought about viewing the sunset
as a prayer before."
Q "You said learning to pray is like riding a bike, you
never forget how. What do you mean by that?"
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A "I guess I meant that God is always there ready to
listen. Some days we may forget about Him, but he's always
there, waiting."
Q "God is always there, but what about your part?"
A "I've learned to depend upon the Lord. That's what we
sing in church right? God is dependable. Others may not
be, but God is. I'm waiting for a call from a furnace man
right now. He said he'd be here at 1:30 or 2:00. But, he
wouldn't give me any guarantee. He is busy and he really
doesn't care that we're without heat except for the fact I'm
paying him fifty dollars an hour. But, God always cares,
and God is always there."
Q "How did our class help you in this understanding?"
A "It reminded me of what I've always known. It really
helped being part of a prayer group. I didn't want to let
them down. They were counting on me doing my part. We were
accountable to each other."
Q "W, you have sailed through some pretty rough waters in
the last few years. I know Prayer has helped. Is prayer
any less real now that things have smoothed out?"
A "I want to offer prayers of Thanksgiving to God. Most
of all I don't want to fall back into an old way of thinking
or acting. God should hear from me more than just when I am
in trouble. My oldest daughter never calls me unless she is
in some kind of trouble. It gets old after a while. I
guess it gets old for God too."
Q "We prayed for your healing of a back problem. How are
you feeling?"
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A "Well, I was great for a while. But my back still
hurts. I guess it always will. I will never forget the
time we spent in the prayer circle, the feeling of heat from
the hands of others on my body. I still can't believe
others thought I was important enough to pray with and over
for all that time. If my back wasn't healed, my spirit was.
I have never had people treat me with such respect, not
even in AA. "
Q "You mentioned your wife being turned off by your
enthusiasm. Can you say more about that?"
A "She wasn't interested in religion when we met.
Although she's not religious, she is one of the best people
I've ever met. When she began to realize how important my
faith was becoming to me she asked me to tell her about
Jesus. She is now reading the Bible and we have started to
pray together. It was important for her to join the
church . "
Q "That's a real accomplishment, many Christian couples
don't pray together. Congratulations."
A "Thanks. What I meant was, I pray mainly and she
listens and holds my hand. She's still a little
uncomfortable praying with me. But once in a while she'll
voice a short prayer which is neat."
Q "Prayer has been an up and down thing in your life.
Will you remain a person of prayer?"
A "I hope so. I still talk things over with God, but now
I have to talk them over with my wife too. I know prayer
works for me, but sometimes I worry about it not working for
the two of us .
"
Q "What do you mean?"
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A "Well, we prayed hard together before I quit my job at
the garage- I wanted to go into full time ranching. We
both worked at the garage and felt we needed our space
during the day. So we prayed, I quit my job. Now what if
this thing sours, what if I made a mistake? What would that
do to my wife's faith?"
Q "Or yours?"
A "I think I could handle it. I've made plenty of
mistakes before. But this is the first time she's ever
really prayed for anything. What would it do to her?"
Q "You weren't always as mature in the faith. What would
disappointment have done to you earlier?"
A "I see what you mean."
Q "You mentioned a really big prayer you two are praying
now.
A "We are praying to get custody of my kids. It's funny,
what if my ex prayed for the same thing. Whose prayer would
God answer?"
Q "What do you think?"
A "I guess it doesn't matter, she would never pray for
anything. But if she did I guess we'd just have to pray for
God's will to be done."
Q "That's not always easy, is it?"
A "No, it sure isn't. It's like the Prayer of
Relinquishment we talked about, yielding our will to God."
Q "Good point. Remember struggle is an important part of
this prayer of Relinquishment."
A "Yes. We let go but with hope. I hope I get my
children, but I want what God knows is best for them."
Q "You have a good handle on that prayer."
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A "That is an area of growth for me. I remember studying
how we release our will to God moment by moment as we make
decisions in life. That's why I like to worship at the 9:45
worship service. I remember how Judy said, 'lifting one's
hands is an act of surrender, just like we lifted our hands
to surrender to our playmates when we played cowboys.'
That's how I feel."
Q "Have you explained your feelings to your wife?"
A "Yeah, and I have to give her credit. She's sharp and
understands stuff. She's be okay I guess if God didn't
answer a prayer the way we wanted it answered."
Q "You mentioned a regret at leaving work at the garage.
What is it?"
A "At the garage I was around other people and felt like
I could witness whenever I had the chance. I wasn't very
good, but I was learning. Now I'll spend all day around
cows. Who will I witness to now?"
Q "God will send someone. Your new job will give you the
opportunity to pray for other people. Will you do that?"
A "Yes."
Interview with WD
Q "I'd like to start with the typical before and after
question. How has our class helped, changed things etc."
A "Things haven't changed, at least my circumstances
haven't changed. I have enjoyed tremendous support as a
result of this class."
Q "What kind of support?"
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A "I only felt that way one other time. It was right
after I found out my wife was sick. I was sitting at
Promise Keepers in between two brothers. When I slumped in
grief, they literally bolstered me and help me up physically
and emotionally. That's kind of how I felt in the prayer
group. God sent this group to me at just the right time."
Q "You have practiced prayer a long time. Has your basic
understanding of prayer changed as a result of our time
together?"
A "I'm pretty disappointed with the prosperity gospel
stuff. If God keeps good people healthy, wealthy and wise,
what about my wife? Some people may say we didn't pray hard
enough about this illness. We did. Now I'm wondering what
God will do as a result of this illness. We've certainly
been on enough prayer chains. God knows we need healing. I
believe we'll get it."
Q "Hang onto that question, what will God do? God is the
final word in life and in death."
A "I know. But I also know my wife will be healed."
Q "What will happen to your faith if she isn't?"
A "I can answer that intellectually and say nothing.
From the heart, I don't know. The secret of riding out
storms is keeping our attention on the Lord. As we learned
in class, we can't do that for long unless we know we are
the focus of His attention."
Q "And you know that?"
A "I think so. I know God knows us by name, that we are
of infinite value to Him that He will not forget us when we
need Him the most."
Q "But?"
A "But why doesn't he answer our prayers the way we want,
at least?"
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Q "Better minds than ours have wrestled with that one.
Sometimes things don't work out the way we dream they will.
What then?"
A "I think it was Oscar Wilde who said, 'How else but
through a broken heart may the Lord Christ enter in?'"
Q "You really paid attention in class. I'm impressed."
A "We had some good discussions. They helped."
Q "I believe we sometimes concentrate so hard on asking
that we are insensitive to the answer when it comes.
Sometimes the answers to prayer are more than we had hoped
for. Have you experienced this?"
A "Yes. But I still must pray for healing. That is my
focus, my desire, my hope."
Q "I share that hope with you. Is there anything else
our group can do in your situation?"
A "Continue in prayer."
Q "Has prayer continued to make a difference in your
business?"
A "Yes. Many people know about our situation. I always
pray that I'll be a positive witness for other people. Many
of the people I deal with are sick, short on hope, on their
last legs physically. If I can show them it's possible to
remain faithful I've done a good ministry. I also need
prayer to help me receive from others. Many others want to
give and to support me. It's not always easy to take. It's
much easier to give."
Q "Are your children dealing with your wife's health in a
positive way?"
A "I trust they are. We are open about MD's health and
future. The kids are obviously broken hearted, but we pray
together. Seeing their mother remain faithful in prayer
helps them. It helps me."
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Interview With N
Q "N, how has our study impacted your personal prayer
life?"
A "Thy Will Be Done! Those words were just ritual to me
before I began to study prayer. In my teens and twenties, I
prayed mainly 'God help me' prayers. My prayers were 'me'
centered prayers. Now I feel a total shift in my prayer
life, "
Q "What do those words mean now?"
A "I pray to God asking God to show me His way, to guide
me. This is a real discovery for me. Also, I had never
really thanked God before. God has done so much in my life,
including seeing me through a painful divorce. I just need
to thank Him for helping."
Q "If your prayers aren't me centered, what are they?"
A "God Centered, Other Centered which are much healthier
prayers, at least for me. Before, I would pray for stuff
and when I didn't get it, I would be easily disappointed.
Now I see God working with me toward goals etc. I invite
god to use me in the lives of other persons."
Q "How has this new understanding of prayer helped at
work, in the home etc.?"
A "Because I teach children, I never know what a day will
bring or what will happen. It's unpredictable. I pray each
day that God will use me in their little lives. I pray I'll
be good for the kids, that they'll be open to learning.
Believe me, I have an ongoing conversation with God at
school . "
Q "Do you see a difference in the kids when you are
praying for them?"
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A "Absolutely. It's hard being a teacher, but it's hard
being a kid too. I just sense a real peace or something
around the kids when I lift them up as a group and as
individuals. This is my prayer focus now, twenty little
first graders . "
Q "What about home?"
A "I have my daughter half the week and my ex husband ha
her half the week. Because she isn't in my care all week
long, I have had to learn to release her to God's care. I
can't be there with her each night like I want to be. So,
pray god will keep her safe, and help her understand why he
parents aren't together. I don't know that I could make it
under these circumstances without prayer. I think my ex ha
even seen a difference in my life since I've released a lot
of this stuff over to God. I know a lot of my friends have
I have had people come up and ask me to pray for them.
That's really neat."
Q "You've mentioned answered prayers. Say more about
that . "
A "Well, when God answers a small prayer, you learn to
trust Him to answer the big ones. I mean if God helps you
find a parking spot he'll help you find peace of mind,
right?"
Q "Do you pray for parking spots?"
A "I pray for everything."
Q "What happens when you don't find one?"
A "That happens some times. But, I've had to learn to
accept disappointment in big things, so I can handle the
parking spot disappointments. I mean, it doesn't hurt to
pray for that stuff. For one thing, it may work. And if
you are praying, you aren't worrying."
Q "What are your struggles with prayer?"
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A "I am having a real struggle with God's Will. When you
pray for God's Will and life turns out a certain way, good
or bad, is that God's Will or Free Will? I like to believe
my life turns out according to God's Will and not my own."
Q "Have you reached any conclusions?"
A "Not really. I just pray and ask God to lead me. Then
I make the best decisions I can based on the information I
have . "
Q "That's about all any of us can do, right?"
A "I guess so .
"
Q "You don't sound so certain."
A "I'm not. Look, if things aren't falling into place in
a situation, why isn't it easier? Is God saying, 'time out
for a lesson', or is the struggle because you are way off
track. Is the struggle part of God's plan or is life a
struggle because you missed the right track?"
Q "The important thing is grappling with these issues.
You seem to be doing that."
A "Yes. This prayer study has opened my eyes to a lot.
For one thing, God may not have just one plan for my life,
but multiple paths. Each may be good, just different. A
person might prayerfully choose any of several paths and
still be okay."
Q "The important thing would be prayerfully picking
right?"
A "Absolutely."
Interview With Y
Q "You seemed to enjoy our study as much as anyone in the
group. Was the time meaningful to you?"
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A "Anything dealing with prayer is meaningful to me. But
yes, this class was good and quite helpful. I was so glad
to be a part of a group who just came together to pray."
Q "You came to class with a lot of prayer experience
under your belt. How did you learn to pray?"
A "As a younger person there was no prayer life, at least
at home. I prayed in church and in Roman Catholic School,
but never at home. When I started going to church, I went
to a Methodist Church near my house. I began praying and
saw answers. It was so cool. I can't describe it to you.
I've been praying ever since."
Q "What insight did you gain on prayer in our group?"
A "Nothing new. I just had my beliefs reinforced. I am
so thrilled that when I pray God relates to me and I can
relate to God. My prayer life is becoming a personal, every
day all day all the time experience. It's like an ongoing
conversation. "
Q "Give me an example of this kind of prayer?"
A "A lady at work came in the other day quite upset. Her
sixteen year old nephew had bone cancer and was dying. I
prayed right then. I prayed more later, but I knew if I
didn't pray right away, even though it was a short prayer, I
might not get to it. We have a lot of old people come into
our office. They may not have anyone to pray for them.
When we have to give patients bad news, it's an everyday
occurrence for the doctor but not for me. So I pray for
them. I would love to talk an hour or two to each of our
patients, but I can't so I pray."
Q "You pray for others a lot don't you?"
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A "That's why God put me in my job. I would have quit a
long time ago if it hadn't been for prayer. I believe God
has led me into this place to lift up the patients and the
doctor. I spend a lot of time praying for him. He's not a
happy individual. When I'm praying, the situations seem to
get better."
Q "How so?"
A "There have been times, lots of times when I prayed to
God to let me leave my job and go somewhere else. God never
seems to open that door, he always deals with the situation
that's troubling me. I'm always praying about work,
patients, for the doctor. It really helps."
Q "I know you pray at work, what about at home?"
A "I pray everyday for my children and with my children.
My daughter is a Senior in high school and she'll be out on
her own in just a few months. I pray for her salvation each
and every day. I want her to be happy, content and not to
make the same kinds of mistakes I made in life. I can't
live her life, I must trust her to God's care. That's all I
can do."
Q "You pray with your kids?"
A "I pray with both my son and my daughter each day. My
son loves to pray with me and often leads family prayers.
My daughter doesn't like our family prayer time, but she
doesn't have any choice. I insist that she be there with
us. I want to teach my children to pray. It's so important
to me . "
Q
" What about growing edges? Any of those?"
A "Oh yes. There is so much to learn about prayer. I
loved reading Foster's book. It was so good. If a person
studied and prayed a life time he wouldn't scratch the
surface of knowledge about prayer."
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Q "You read about prayer. What else do you want to learn
about prayer?"
A "I wish I would feel more comfortable praying with
persons one on one. I'd love to take a patient aside and
ask them to pray with me. I pray for people all the time,
but I wish I could take my prayer life one step farther.
Interview With BL
Q "You have had so many changes in your life in the last
five years. It's almost like you are a new man."
A "I am a new man. Nothing is the same."
Q "Prayer seems to have played an important part in your
life. Say something about your experience in our class."
A "The class taught me how to pray. The church taught me
about God. Without that faith in God I would have not made
it through my wife's illness and death. I kind of blundered
through, but the class helped me know how to pray."
Q "I would say the class taught you more about prayer.
You've been a person of prayer as long as I've known you."
A "Yeah, but I never really prayed. I thought I was
praying when I was fishing and drinking beer up in
the
mountains. I didn't think anyone needed the church. Now
I
know you can pray in the mountains or anywhere, but
there's
more to it than I thought."
Q "Keep going, say more."
A "Before my prayers were selfish prayers. I wanted
a
nice day, a good business, good food, wanted things my way.
Now I know that prayer is a relationship with God.
In any relationship, some things go your way,
some don't."
Q "I'd say you've learned a good deal about prayer.
Every Christian has problems with unanswered prayers."
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A "Not just unanswered prayers. Selfish prayers. I
always thought God existed to please me. I had no
responsibility what so every for anyone else. I don't feel
that way any longer."
Q "God has seen you through some difficult times. How
has prayer helped?"
A "When my wife was in a comma, I prayed for her out
loud. I would also read the Bible, mainly Psalms. I still
can't believe how it comforted her. She would just relax
and stop thrashing about on the bed. When I saw first hand
how prayer for her helped her, I decided to investigate more
about prayer."
Q "What did you discover?"
A "That God wants to be my friend. He wants to be
involved in my life. He has a plan for me. He wants what's
best for me . "
Q "That seems like an important, life changing
discovery. "
A "It was. No one ever told me that before. If I had
known that twenty years ago I'd have lived a better happier
life. I can't blame anyone. I'm sure I had the chance to
hear and learn about God when I was younger. Why didn't I
listen?"
Q "We all ask ourselves that don't we?"
A "I guess. I see these kids today and want to slap some
sense into them. I can't do that so I pray for them. They
are making the same mistakes we made. The results will be
the same too."
Q "Do you and DL pray together?"
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A "Every day. I feel I'm a better husband the second
time around. It's amazing God let me be a father again.
I'm a better father to DL's two kids than I ever was to my
own girls. I feel bad about that but there's nothing I can
do about it . "
Q "How's the new business?"
A "I've been a jack of all trades my whole life. This is
the first business where God has been my partner. The
results are amazing. I thought God would dampen my ways. I
mean you can't cut corners and cheat someone now can you?
If you can't do that how can you make any money? But, I'm
making more than ever and playing straight with people. I
had a guy refer me to someone as a Christian businessman.
That's a first."
Q "What difference will participating in the class mean
in your life?"
A "I didn't know there were so many kinds of prayer. I
guess I was doing most of them at times I just didn't know
what they were called. Being in a group has been very
important. We were held accountable and that was new to me.
Before I didn't care what anyone else thought or said. Now
I do."
Q "Any area of growth you've pinpointed?"
A "I wish DL could have been in this group with me. I
get excited and talk about it and she feels left out. I
want to grow in prayer at home."
Interview With TT
Q "I was really surprised when you accepted my invitation
to become part of our prayer group. How was the experience
for you?
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A "I was surprised myself. I guess it's my Seminary and
Catholic background, but I just don't get excited too much
when people talk about prayer.
Q "What made you change your mind?
A "Curiosity I guess. I was also anxious to prove my
point that personal prayer doesn't work."
Q "What do you mean personal prayer?"
A "You know. A God who cares and answers prayers offered
to God by God's people."
Q "I know you believe in God."
A "Yes. But, my understanding has really changed over
the years. I'm just not sure God answers prayer."
Q "What does God do?"
A "For a while I was attracted to a Pantheism. I guess I
still am."
Q "I think I know what you mean, but please clarify."
A "Pantheism says God is universal energy but is not a
supreme intelligence. God is cosmic energy, but God doesn't
judge, love, plan or empower. God is powerful but not
necessarily intelligent."
Q "That doesn't sound like a Methodist."
A "The Methodist have moderated me. I'm sure my beliefs
are a reaction to being raised in a very Irish Catholic
Family where the church was not questioned.
Q "Where are you now TT?"
A "Somewhere between Pantheism and Deism with an open
mind about prayer."
Q "All these big words. What about Deism?"
A "A God exists, but doesn't interact with the world.
God created the world and set life in motion. But God
doesn't intervene in the world."
Q "Why pray to a God like that?"
A "Well that's what I've been saying all along."
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Q "You mentioned an open mind about prayer. Is this a
result of our class?"
A "In large part. When people in our group talked about
prayer and practiced prayer, they believed God would act.
They saw prayer as a way of being in relationship with God.
I was pleased to see the many different kinds of prayer
being practiced by persons in our group."
Q "Do you think you could come to believe that God
desires a close relationship with you personally?"
A "I would like to believe that. But I'm not sure I can.
I still have a hard time believing that God wants to be in
my company. That God cares a wit about anything I care
about . "
Q "You were so faithful in class. How did our time
together impact your life?"
A "Lately I have found myself talking with God. I have
enjoyed an ongoing conversation. I almost believe God is
listening . "
Q "What kinds of things do you talk about?"
A "My first real prayer in years was for a kid in my
school who is going through a bunch of stuff a fourteen year
old should not have to face."
Q "What did you ask God to do?"
A "I asked God to draw very near and keep him close."
Q "That doesn't sound like the prayer of a Deist?"
A "No, I guess not. But I did say I was open."
Q "You grew up in the church. You studied in a Roman
Catholic Seminary. What were your early experiences with
prayer?"
A "Very ritualistic. I still find a degree of comfort in
The Mass. But something was missing?"
Q "Do you know what was missing?"
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A "I hate to tell you. A relationship, a personal
relationship with God."
Q "Did you find that relationship in your belief system?"
A "No. My belief system was very left brain oriented.
You see, I have a Master's Degree, and I'm the least
educated of my eight brothers and sisters. About half of
them left the church because the faith didn't fit
intellectually. So I needed to justify my faith
intellectually. "
Q "Does believing in a personal God preclude an
intellectual faith?"
A "A few months ago I would have said yes. Now I'm not
so sure. I think that prayer could set in motion energies
that we cannot understand."
Q "So you are moving toward a personal God aren't you?"
A "If I am, it's because of practicing prayer."
Q "Then our time together was worth it. Will you
continue to practice prayer as we have talked about it?"
A "Yes."
Q "Have you experienced answered prayer?"
A "Answered prayer or luck, or coincidence."
Q "Remember how someone said, the more I pray the more
coincidences that happen?"
A "I do remember that. I guess depending on luck isn't a
lot more attractive than depending on God for every need."
Q "I wouldn't think so. Has prayer made a difference in
your daily life?"
A "I've already told you I have started to pray for some
of my students. I feel better prepared to step into the
classroom after prayer. I have helped other teachers pray
through some conflicts at school."
Q "Has your family seen a difference?"
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A "They've noticed and have commented on a huge
difference in my attitude. I'm not so cynical they say."
Q "So prayer has made life easier at home?"
A "So they say. Actually, yes it has."
Q "What will be the biggest change in your life as a
result of participating in this study?"
A "Opening my life to a friendship with a seeking God. I
am interested in doing that. As I begin to visit with God I
am surprised at how much of my early teachings come back to
me .
"
Interview With EC
Q "I've heard you talk about the before and after
difference this time together has had in your life. Can you
can more about that?"
A "Actually my prayer life has been changing for two
years, since my dad's death. This time together has just
allowed a bunch of stuff to jell. It allowed me to see that
I'm on what I believe to be the right track."
Q "How has your prayer life evolved?"
A "Now I pray about everything, small things included. I
no longer save prayer just for the large, major things. I
also try to be open for the answer I will receive. Prayers
may not be answered in the way I want them to be. This
openness to the many ways God answers prayers is new to me.
Looking for different answers allows me to avoid being let
down . "
Q "If you pray about everything, you must pray all the
time. "
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A "Yep! I pray when I drive the 30 miles to work and
back. I pray when I get to the highway off ramp. I pray my
children have good days at school and day care. I ask God
to watch over my husband. Whenever I see an accident I pray
for all involved. I thank God when I see something new. I
thank God for keeping my family safe. You see, my prayers
involve everything not just large monumental things."
Q "Sounds like all of your prayers are monumental."
A "I guess. But you see what I mean? I pray constantly
now. Before just when I was in hot water."
Q "Give me an example of how prayer works in the day to
day world. "
A "This last week I had to deal with a parent. I knew
the parents was upset about her daughter's grades. I prayed
all the way to the meeting. I prayed that God would allow
me to be firm and kind, to say the right things.
My prayers were answered. Before I would have waited until
I was in a jam with the parent before offering up a prayer."
Q "How has prayer effected your relationship with God?"
A "I see God as a friend now. Well to a degree, because
I never want to forget how powerful he is. I want to be
successful. But, I want to remember that God is in
control . "
Q "God is in control, that is hopeful."
A "It's taken me a long time to realize this. You know
how angry I was with God when my father died. I kept
thinking, I am a Christian woman. I'm asking in faith. I
never thought for a moment that I wouldn't see my dad again.
I would give anything at all to hug him once again, to tell
him how much I love him. I was worried if God didn't answer
my prayers for my father what if God didn't answer prayers
for my son. Now all of that has changed."
Q "What happened?"
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A "A lot of things. I read. I prayed. I took this
class . "
Q "Is there something we did in class that struck you as
life changing?"
A "When you told me that death is healing, the bells
started ringing. I realized that God did answer my prayer
for my father, just not in the way I wanted Him to. God's
way is not my way. I had just never considered that
before . "
Q "That is a change. There is a lot of freedom in
believing that."
A "Yes. It doesn't mean you'll like the answers God
sends. But I am a much stronger Christian for having
learned this lesson. I can now reach out to cancer victims
with sincerity. When I hear that word, cancer, I still
cringe, but now I pray."
Q "You pray for your family everyday."
A "Every day all day."
Q "This kind of prayer must make an incredible difference
in your home .
"
A "It does. When I'm in tune with God I'm more patient
with my kids. It makes a huge difference when I pray for my
husband. There was a time, not so much now, but a couple of
years ago, when my husband and I prayed together every
night. Things really happened. Prayer has taught me I'll
never change my husband. I just have to accept him as he
is. "
Q "How about your other relationships?"
A "Well, I've mentioned work. There was a time when
teaching was my whole life. My career was everything. I
now know I can be replaced. Work is important but it's not
everything. My relationship with God and with my family is
much more important."
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Q "What challenges lie ahead?"
A "I need to be much more consistent in my prayer life.
I pray all the time but I need a consistent quiet time where
I can relax or collapse before God. I need to listen to
God. I want to continue growing in prayer. I am a
different person now that I pray. The death of my father
really hit me hard. It could have made me an angry bitter
person. Thank God it didn't."
Q "Keep at it . I see you as a real person of prayer. I
value your involvement in our church."
A "I will. When I see answers to little things my faith
builds. Now I pray for everything, large and small."
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APPENDIX 3
Interview Questions
1. Has your understanding of prayer changed as a result of
your participation in this study?
2 . Has your understanding of God changed as a result of your
participation in this study?
3. Has prayer impacted your daily life?
4. Has prayer impacted your relationships with co-workers,
family, neighbors, etc.?
5. Has prayer changed your self-attitude?
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APPENDIX 4
A twelve week study on prayer will begin very soon.
This study will be of Foster's book Prayer . If you have
questions about this opportunity, please see the pastor. We
are searching for persons who are curious and who want to
deepen their prayer lives.
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